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I.

Authorization

The following agree to support and uphold the Bullhook Community Health Center Emergency
Management Plan

Name and Title

Name and Title

Name and Title

Name and Title
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II. Interim Plan Revisions
The following are plan updates based on incidents, exercises, and/or policy changes that have been
approved by Emergency Preparedness Committee and Board Approval at Bullhook Community Health
Center. These edits will be formally incorporated into the document as part of its regular review, which
occurs every 12 months.

Date

Plan Section

Revision

Made By
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III. Record of Distribution

Name

Title

Organization

# of Copies
Electronic or
Print

Date
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Section 1- Program Administration
1.1 Executive Summary
This Emergency Management Plan has been developed by Bullhook Community Health Center and is
hereby approved for implementation and intended to supersede all previous versions. This Emergency
Management Plan was established to promote a system to: save lives; protect the health and ensure the
safety of Bullhook Community Health Center staff, patients, and facilities; alleviate damage and
hardship; and reduce future vulnerability to hazards that may disrupt normal health center operations.
Furthermore, this document confirms Bullhook Community Health Center’s commitment to ongoing
planning, training and exercise activities that promote preparedness and build capabilities to respond to
internal or external emergencies and disasters.
1.2 Purpose
The purpose of Bullhook Community Health Center’s Emergency Management Plan is to improve the
capacity to plan for, respond to, recover from, and mitigate the adverse outcomes of emergencies and
disasters. The plan establishes an all-hazard approach to coordinate timely and integrated actions in
response to a wide range of incidents or events that may disrupt normal health center operations.
This Emergency Management Plan outlines actions to support the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a safe environment and protection from injury for patients, visitors, and staff;
Ensure all individuals requiring medical attention in an emergency situation are attended to
promptly and efficiently;
Outline a logical and flexible chain of command that supports the effective use of resources;
Restore essential services as quickly as possible following an incident;
Safeguard facilities, property, and equipment;
Meet all applicable emergency management related regulatory and accreditation requirements;
Inform stakeholders of any emergency that directly impacts the organization.

1.3 Scope
Within the context of this plan, an emergency is any event that overwhelms or threatens to disrupt health
center operations. This all-hazards plan covers response actions that will take place in the event of
natural disasters as well as technological, hazardous material, and terrorist events. This plan also
describes the policies and procedures Bullhook Community Health Center will follow to mitigate,
prepare for, respond to, and recover from the effects of emergencies.
1.3 Emergency Management Committee
The role of the Bullhook Community Health Center Emergency Committee (EMC) is to coordinate the
development and maintenance of the Emergency Management Plan, ensure the emergency preparedness
program meets relevant standards and requirements, and provide and/or coordinate program activities,
including training and exercises.
The committee is multidisciplinary and includes representation from various departments. The
committee is chaired by the COO or designee.
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The Emergency Management Committee meets on a quarterly basis and is composed of the following
staff members:
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email
Name
Title
Phone
Email

Cindy Smith
CEO
406-395-6903
smithc@bullhook.com
Ty Hedalen
COO
406-395-6947
hedalent@bullhook.com
Kyndra Hall
CFO
406-395-6904
hallk@bullhook.com
Tami Miller, EMC Coordinator
Pharmacy Manager
406-395-6906
millert@bullhook.com
Genomary Krigbaum
Behavioral Health Manager/Psychologist
406-395-6955
krigbaumg@bullhook.com
Tina Hawkins
Executive Assistant
406-395-6902
hawkinst@bullhook.com
Elizabeth Lohse
Dental Coordinator
406-395-6929
lohsee@bullhook.com
Mary Lyons
Front End Supervisor
406-395-6944
lyonsm@bullhook.com
Janet Nordrum
Registered Nurse
406-395-6926
nordrumj@bullhook.com
Deidre Reiter
MHIP Supervisor
406-395-6955
reiterd@bullhook.com
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Section 2. - Situation and Assumptions
2.1 Hazard Vulnerability Analysis
A Hazard Vulnerability Analysis (HVA) is used to evaluate hazards, their risk of actual occurrence, and
the impact on life, property, and business should the hazard occur. The HVA identifies top risks in order
to prioritize mitigation and planning efforts.
An HVA is conducted on an annual basis, after an emergency event, and as deemed necessary by the
Bullhook Community Health Center EMC. The COO or designee is responsible for ensuring that the
HVA is conducted, forwarding to the necessary committees, and carrying out any corrective measures
identified through the HVA. To complete the HVA, the Emergency Management Committee uses the
Hazard and Vulnerability Assessment Tool developed by Kaiser Permanente.
The current HVA was last completed on _07/07/2017. The top 5 hazards identified are as follows:
1. Inclement Weather
2. Seasonal Influenza
3. Communications/Telephone Failure
4. Fire
5. Power Outage
The current HVA(s) may be found in Appendix A. The completed HVA along with an analysis and
recommendations for changes is submitted to the EMC for review and approval on an annual basis.
Based on HVA results, hazard-specific plans to address the top 5-10 risks are created (see Annexes [EX]).
2.2 Key Plan Assumptions
The following assumptions are reflected in this plan:
•

•
•

•

•

As a licensed Community Health Center in the State of Montana; a Health Resource and
Services Administration (HRSA) Grantee; and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS)
provider, the health center is required and expected to conduct emergency preparedness
activities, including those described in this plan.
The Health Center will continue to be exposed and subject to hazards and incidents described in
the HVA, as well as lesser hazards and others that may develop in the future.
A major disaster could occur at any time, and at any place. In many cases, dissemination of
warning to the public and implementation of increased readiness measures may be possible;
however, some emergency situations occur with little or no warning.
A single site incident (e.g., fire, gas main breakage) could occur at any time without warning and
the employees affected cannot, and should not, wait for direction from local response agencies.
Action is required immediately to save lives and protect property.
There may be a number of injuries of varying degrees of seriousness to staff and/or patients;
rapid and appropriate response will reduce the number and severity of injuries
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•

•
•

Outside assistance from local fire, law enforcement, and emergency managers will be available
in most serious incidents. Because it takes time to request and dispatch external assistance, it is
essential to be prepared to carry out the initial incident response at the health center until
responders arrive at the incident scene.
Proper prevention, protection, and mitigation actions, such as maintaining the environment of
care and conducting fire inspections, will prevent or reduce incident-related losses.
Maintaining this plan and providing frequent opportunities for stakeholders (staff, patients, first
responders, and healthcare system partners, etc.) to exercise the plan can improve readiness to
respond to incidents.

Section 3- Command and Control
3.1 Incident Command System
Bullhook Community Health Center uses the Incident Command System (ICS) to manage emergencies
that impact normal operations. ICS is a management structure with defined responsibilities, clear
reporting channels, and standardized terms. The designated Incident Commander (IC) has overall
authority and responsibility for conducting and managing incident operations. The Command Staff
reports to the IC and consists of the following positions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Information Officer- responsible for interfacing with the public and media or with other
agencies with incident-related information requirements.
Liaison Officer- responsible for coordinating with representatives from cooperating and
assisting agencies/organizations.
Safety Officer- responsible for monitoring and assessing safety hazards or unsafe situations, and
for developing measures for ensuring personnel safety.
The General Staff consists of four Section Chiefs, appointed by the IC. Each Section Chief may
designate additional personnel to specialized roles. The four sections include:
Logistics- responsible for providing facilities, services, and materials for the incident
Planning- responsible for the collection, evaluation, and dissemination of information related to
the incident, and for the preparation and documentation of Incident Action Plans.
Finance/Administration- responsible for all incident costs and financial considerations.
Operations- responsible for all tactical operations at the incident.

This structure is illustrated in the ICS Organizational Chart attached to this Plan Appendix C.
ICS positions are temporary assignments and only necessary positions will be filled upon activation. It is
the responsibility of the IC to determine which positions are required and to whom they are to be
assigned. An ICS Assignment List may be found in attachment A.
Each ICS position has a prioritized job description, or Job Action Sheet (JAS), which describes the
duties of the person assigned to the role. Following a Job Action Sheet will allow an employee to carry
out responsibilities that may not be part of his/her normal duties. The JAS will also define that person’s
reporting responsibilities. Job Action Sheets for each of the positions are included in Attachment B.
Copies are available in the Emergency Operations Center, or EOC.
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3.2 Authority to Activate
The CEO or designee have the authority to activate ICS and will serve as the Incident Commander until
relieved, or ICS deactivation.
3.3 Activation
Upon notification of an incident, the CEO or designee conducts a rapid assessment of the situation,
considering the following decision factors for ICS activation:
•
•

The impact of the incident on operations, patients, staff and resources.
The anticipated duration of the incident.

When the ICS is activated, a formal announcement is made via phone call tree, radio, or intercom
announcement. Those assigned to an ICS role are to report to the Command Center, or EOC, located at
Bullhook Community Health Center Jon Tester Room. See Attachment A for Instructions for ICS
Activation.
3.4 Deactivation
Prior to deactivation, the IC will make an assessment of the situation, considering the ongoing impact on
operations. Based on the factors considered and ability to return to normal operations, the IC will
determine when to formally deactivate ICS. When the decision has been made to deactivate ICS, a
formal announcement will be made via phone call tree, radio, or intercom announcement to all staff and
any outside resources involved in the disaster response.
3.5 Information Collection, Documentation, Analysis, and Dissemination
A record of actions taken to manage an incident from initial notification or detection of the incident,
staff notification, implementation of ICS and of the incident specific protocols that may have been
activated, is critical for performance improvement, regulatory scrutiny, and possible insurance
reimbursement for damages and expenses.
When an incident extends beyond one operational period (generally 12 hours), an Incident Action Plan
(IAP) containing general objectives reflecting the overall strategy for managing an incident is developed
by the IC and/or the Planning Section Chief. It may include the identification of operational resources
and assignments. It may also include attachments that provide direction and important information for
management of the incident. See Attachment C for Incident Action Plan Template.
3.6 Roles and Responsibilities
There are four phases of emergency management, as defined below:
1. Mitigation: Actions taken to lessen the severity and impact a potential disaster or emergency
might have on a health center’s operation.
2. Preparedness: Preparedness activities are undertaken to build capacity and identify resources
that may be used should a disaster or emergency occur.
3. Response: Refers to the actual emergency and controls the negative effects of emergency
situations.
4. Recovery: Comprises those actions that are directed at restoring essential services and resuming
normal operations. Recovery planning should occur almost concurrently with response activities.
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Bullhook Community Health Center’s understanding of organizational roles and responsibilities in
support of this plan under each phase of emergency management are listed below. The partners noted
are not signatories to this facility-specific plan, and their actual roles and responsibilities may change
under the law, or at their own discretion.
Bullhook Community Health Center partners include local, regional, statewide and national resources
whom are attached in Attachment E.

Section 4- Continuity of Operations
4.1 Essential Functions
The health center has identified and prioritized the following 5-10 essential functions (i.e. those that
must continue during an emergency or disaster) and supporting processes, as follows:
Priority Number

2

Essential
Function/Brief
Description
Patient Care Medical
Triage and Treatment

3

Behavioral Health
Services

8

Finance

4

Medications

Supporting Processes

Recovery Time
Objective

See department
specific standard
operating procedures
and policies. Goal is
to restore capabilities
to provide patient
care including triage
and treatment for
medical patients.
See department
specific standard
operating procedures
and policies. Goal is
to restore department
to enable patients and
staff to receive
mental health
services in disaster
situations.
See department
specific standard
operating procedures.
Goal is to restore
department to enable
funds to help pay for
supplies or items in
event of disaster.
See department
specific standard
operating procedures.
Goal is to restore

12 hours

12 hours

12 hours

12 hours
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5

Lab Capabilities

7

Medical Billing for
procedures

1

Patient Tracking

6

Dental Care

capabilities to fill
prescriptions for
patients of Bullhook
CHC. In addition,
pharmacy to follow
Incident Command
for Internal/External
Emergency Situations
See department
specific standard
operating procedures
related to lab
services. Goal is to
restore partial or full
lab capabilities for
continued patient
care.
See department
specific policies and
procedures. Goal is to
restore capabilities to
ensure continual
billing for procedures
and patient services
in the event of an
emergency situation.
See department
specific policies and
procedures. Goal is to
immediately track
patients in event of
disaster situation at
Bullhook Community
Health Center. In
addition, patient
tracking sheets have
been developed for
continuation in
patient tracking in
event of prolonged
emergency situation.
See department
specific policy and
procedures. Goal is to
restore partial or full
capabilities to
provide dental care as
soon as possible in
event of an
emergency situation.

12 hours

48 hours

2 hours

12 hours
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A complete Business Continuity Plan may be found in Annex A in addition to insurance information for
Bullhook Community Health Center.
Section 5- Communications
5.1 Risk Communications
Information shared during an emergency must be timely, accurate, comprehensive, authoritative, and
relevant. Upon notification of an event that will impact the Health Center operations, the assigned Public
Information Officer (PIO) is the conduit of information for internal and external stakeholders, including
patients, staff, and partner organizations, as approved by the Incident Commander.
The PIO leverages available sources of information such as federal, state, and local agencies,
coalitions/associations, and verified news reports to gather vital information and ensure accuracy. The
PIO and/or designee(s) uses the information gathered to develop messaging to communicate with
patients, staff, regulatory agencies, and partners in the local community via various channels of
communication including our webpage at www.bullhook.com, our Facebook page, radio, local
newspapers and news stations, messaging via ECW and phones. The PIO also considers the language
and literacy level of the intended audience for messaging.
All external inquiries are referred to the PIO. Staff are instructed to respond to such inquiries with the
following statement: “Bullhook Community Health Center’s policy is to refer all external inquiries to
our Public Information Officer or Spokesperson. You can reach them at 406-395-4305.” Staff is
instructed to contact the PIO whenever they have been approached by the media.
5.2 Staff and Patient Notifications
In the event of an emergency, Bullhook Community Health Center notifies staff via phone tree. Patients
are notified via messaging system or personal phone call. The Public Information Officer or designee
develops the message to be relayed to staff and patients. Instructions for Using the Communications
Systems may be found in Attachment D. Emergency Codes may be found in Attachment F. Draft
Emergency Notification and Activation Messages may be found in Attachment D.
A Staff Contact List found in Attachment G is available and contains current primary and secondary
mobile telephone numbers and, if available, personal email addresses. This contact list is utilized to
inform, update and/or recall staff as needed in the event of an emergency. Bullhook Community Health
Center keeps this contact list readily available (hard copy and electronically) at all times. All
departments will have a binder labeled Emergency Operations Plan. This plan will contain all pertinent
polices procedures and forms. In addition, this plan is located on shared drive under Emergency
Operations Folder. A copy is also kept in the Command Center. The Staff Contact List/or phone tree
will be updated by Executive Assistant on a quarterly basis or whenever informed of a change by a staff
member. The updated information is submitted to Chief Operating Officer to update the master list.
A staff communication drill is conducted at least quarterly by the Chief Operations Officer or designee.
5.3 Communications with Partners
Bullhook Community Health Center will share patient information during disasters as necessary to
provide treatment, or to identify, locate and notify family members, guardians, or anyone else
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responsible for the individual’s care of the individual’s location, general condition, or death, in
accordance with the September 2005 Hurricane Katrina Bulletin: HIPAA Privacy and Disclosures in
Emergency Situations issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).
An external Partner Contact List may be found in Attachment E. Bullhook Community Health Center’s
communications plan complies with all federal, state, and local laws. Communications with external
partners will be made by the Incident Commander, or designee(s), and updates will be given as often as
new information is available.
Section 6- Buildings, Utilities, Safety and Security
6.1 Facilities Management
Bullhook Community Health Center maintains all facilities by the health center in accordance with
activities that mitigate hazards and facilitate emergency response. As part of normal operations,
Bullhook Community Health Center maintains a safe environment of care for its staff, patients, and
visitors. In doing so, Bullhook Community Health Center conducts quarterly inspections at the health
center and annex to monitor compliance with all mitigation efforts.
6.2 Evacuation Planning
All Bullhook Community Health Center locations have posted evacuation plans indicating evacuation
routes, and the location of emergency exits and emergency equipment. Health Center staff are required
to participate in evacuation drills on a quarterly basis. Each health center location maintains a Fire Plan
in accordance with local ordinances including emergency procedures and contact information. The
Evacuation Plan may be found in Annex B.
6.3 Utility Mapping
On-site personnel have access to utility maps which specify the locations and instructions for
accessing/shutting down building systems including (alarms, electrical, gas, water, and HVAC).
Instructions for Responding to Utility Disruption or system failures may be found in Attachment I.
6.4 Safety and Security
Bullhook Community Health Center’s current safety and security protocols for staff and patients are
described in policies and procedures attached to this Emergency Operations Plan. CEO (or designee) or
Incident Commander are responsible for implementing the plan. Refer to specific policy or procedures
for details on how to handle specific situations.
Section 7- Finance, Logistics, and Staff Care
7.1 EOC Set-up
Bullhook Community Health Center has designated Executive Conference Room as the organization’s
Command Center or EOC. This is the location where situational assessments are conducted and
decisions are made; it also serves as the hub for internal and external communications. The EOC will be
set up by CEO or Incident Commander with supplies available at Bullhook Community Health Center.
Set up of the EOC should take approximately 2 hours. Should the primary Command Center be
compromised, the alternate location will be Van Orsdel Methodist Church. A Supply List for the EOC
may be found in Attachment J.
7.2 Emergency Supplies and Equipment
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Bullhook Community Health Center engages in planning efforts to effectively manage resources
available for emergency response and recovery. This includes engaging partners and vendors, and
proactively monitoring logistics and resources to ensure critical supply and equipment inventories are
documented and current. Emergency supplies and equipment are located in medical and dental areas in
addition pharmacy may have some supplies available to use in the event of an emergency situation.
Bullhook Community Health Center may receive aid through non-governmental organizations or
governmental channels and has implemented processes to ensure resources associated with
response/recovery are documented and tracked. As part of the ongoing planning process, Bullhook
Community Health Center has identified potential logistical partners and critical suppliers in an effort to
promote cooperation and expedite response for the allocation of supplies, and/or delivery of services
during an emergency situation.
Emergency supplies and equipment are tracked and paid for according to Bullhook Community Health
Center’s finance policies.
A Vendor Contact List may be found in Attachment K.
7.3 Volunteer Management
Bullhook Community Health Center will not utilize volunteers in the event of a disaster. In the event of
a large-scale community disaster, the county emergency operations plan would be activated and
followed upon Incident Command from county with separate insurance requirements from any
employees that may volunteer under this plan.
7.4 Staff Scheduling and Care
During an emergency, Bullhook Community Health Center’s hours of operation may need to be reduced
or extended based on the status of the facility or needs of the community. Staff schedules may also be
subject to change. Scheduling will be conducted by COO, or department supervisors via activation of
the phone tree.
Emergency Management Related Human Resource Policies may be found in Attachment L. Bullhook
Community Health Center will reference the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) Health Center Policy
Manual dated 07/21/2014 to ensure compliance with the FTCA, as necessary.
Section 8- Community Integration
8.1 Identification of Planning and Response Partners
Bullhook Community Health Center has identified and engaged key planning partners including Hill
County Health Department, Havre Public Schools, Hill County Local Emergency Planning Committee
and local emergency response organizations that may assist the health center during an emergency. In
order to effectively plan for and respond to a disaster, the health center has established protocols to
integrate the health center’s plan with the plans of its partner organizations/agencies via regular
meetings, joint exercises. Bullhook Community Health Center communicates information regarding its
emergency management plans to members of the community via online postings, emails and providing
copies of Emergency Plan to community partners.
8.2 Coalitions
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To support community integration, Bullhook Community Health Center is an active member on the Hill
County Local Emergency Planning Committee. Monthly meetings are attended by a designated
employee(s) in addition to participation in annual tabletop exercises or drills within this committee.
Prior to participation in a coalition or community-wide activity, Bullhook Community Health Center
decides what information will be shared with its partners and what information is proprietary.
8.3 Agreements
To establish a formal partnership, Bullhook Community Health Center utilizes a standard agreement,
such as a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Bullhook Community Health Center has considered
the following planning partners for establishing formal agreements/ has entered into agreements with the
following partners:
See Appendix B- MOU Template
8.4 Emergency Mental Health
Bullhook Community Health Center recognizes that psychological reactions to disasters are common,
and while most people do not require long-term mental health treatment following a disaster, crisis
intervention to alleviate acute psychological stress may be necessary. Bullhook Community Health
Center addresses the mental health needs of the staff and patients related to emergency response and/or
post-disaster situations. The Behavioral Health Department is responsible for ensuring the availability of
timely and appropriate screening and treatment for emergency mental health services and maintaining
available materials including a psychological first aid screening tool, brochures on trauma/PTSD, and a
current list of mental health resources in the community. Preparedness activities include mental health
first aid training for all staff members at Bullhook Community Health Center.
The Behavioral Health Department have been designated as Emergency Mental Health Coordinators.
Coordinators are trained in Mental Health First Aid, and responsible for providing assistance and
materials to staff/patients. Whenever possible, written materials are made available in multiple
languages. In the event of an emergency, additional staff members may be trained and designated as
coordinators.
See Attachment N for Emergency Mental Health Resources for Staff and Patients.
Section 9- Plan Development and Maintenance
9.1 Plan Development, Review and Storage
The Emergency Management Committee is responsible for developing, maintaining, and distributing
this plan. The plan will be reviewed annually, and as required to incorporate lessons learned from
events, exercises, or trainings; new state, federal, and regional guidelines or directives; and/or to address
significant operational gaps. Changes may include additions of new or supplementary material and/or
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deletions of outdated information. No proposed change should contradict or override authorities or other
plans contained in status or regulation. All changes will be approved by the Emergency Management
Committee prior to incorporation and distribution. The final plan is submitted to the Health Center’s
Board of Directors for annual approval. The master copy of this plan is stored electronically on shared
drive under Emergency Preparedness folder and a hard copy is available in all departments in
Emergency Operations Binder.
9.2 Training, Exercises, and Evaluation
Bullhook Community Health Center has established an employee training and exercise program based
on the health center’s emergency management plan, and in accordance with the 2016 CMS EP rule. The
Health Center’s EM Committee reviews the number of trainings, exercises conducted and results of the
training/exercise activity on an annual basis to ensure the frequency and content is adequate for
maintaining preparedness among health center staff.
Bullhook Community Health Center provides staff training on emergency preparedness as part of the
employee orientation and annual training programs. At a minimum, topics will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of the Health Center’s Emergency Management Plan, and all related policies and
procedures, as well as how to access it;
Fire response and evacuation plans;
Infectious disease preparedness and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE);
Mental Health First Aid; and
ICS (NIMS 101) an Introduction to the Incident Command System (Course 100b)

Staff assigned to ICS positions are provided training on their specific roles. Trainings are planned by Csuite staff and members of the EM Committee. Participation in trainings is documented. The Command
and General ICS staff must complete FEMA Independent Study Courses NIMS 100b. This course and
other emergency preparedness courses can be found online at http://www.training.fema.gov. Upon
successful completion of courses, staff submits certification to the Chief Operations Officer.
Bullhook Community Health Center conducts exercises to assess emergency management protocols and
identify gaps in the emergency management plans and trainings. Observations of staff response during
scheduled events is used to identify strengths, challenges, and potential improvements. The scenarios for
the exercises is based on the top risks identified by the HVA. In accordance with the 2016 CMS EP
Rule, two exercises will be conducted at each health center location annually, at minimum. Facilities are
required to participate in a full-scale exercise that is community-based, or an individual facility based
exercise (i.e., functional exercise) when a community-based exercise is not accessible. They must also
conduct an additional exercise that, at minimum, is a tabletop exercise. The exercise components of the
program are based on the Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP). Exercises
will be prepared by the Emergency Management Planning Committee and participation in exercises will
be documented. Following each exercise, the EM Committee will conduct a “hotwash” to discuss player
experiences, and strengths and weaknesses of the exercise. This information will be compiled in an
After Action Report (AAR) and Improvement Plan (IP) in accordance with HSEEP templates. Findings
and recommendations will be reported to the EM Committee and senior leadership.
See Attachment O for the Multi-Year Training and Exercise Plan
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Section 10- Hazard Specific Plans
This section of Bullhook Community Health Center’s Emergency Management Plan briefly describes
the hazard-specific protocols developed based on the top risks identified from the HVA completed by
the EM Committee.
Section 11- Standards, Regulations and Guidelines
-Health Resources & Services Administration (HRSA) Policy Information Notice 2007-15-Health
Center Emergency Management Program Expectations
http://bphc.hrsa.gov/about/pdf/pin200715.pdf
-Health Resources & Services Administration (HRSA) Program Assistance Letter- Updated Process for
Requesting a Change in Scope to Add Temporary Sites in Response to Emergency Events.
http://bphc.hrsa.gov/programrequirements/pdf/pal201405.pdf
- HRSA Federal Tort Claims Act Health Center Policy Manual (See Section I.F)
http://bphc.hrsa.gov/policiesregulations/policies/ftcahcpolicymanualpdf.pdf
-Hurricane Katrina Bulletin: HIPAA Privacy and Disclosures in Emergency Situations (September
2005). https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/katrinahipaa.pdf
-Emergency Preparedness Requirements for Medicare and Medicaid Participating Providers and
Suppliers (2016) https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/09/16/2016-21404/medicare-andmedicaid-programs-emergency-preparedness-requirements-for-medicare-and-medicaid
-The Joint Commission Emergency Management, and Environment of Care Standards for Ambulatory
Programs. (Available for purchase)
http://www.jointcommision.org/standardsinformation/edition.aspx
-NFPA 1600 Standard on Disaster/Emergency Management and Business Continuity Programs.
http://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/document-information-pages?mode=code&code=1600
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Plan Appendices, Attachments, and Annexes
Appendices
Appendix A- Hazard Vulnerability Analysis (HVA) Tool available online
http://www.calhospitalprepare.org/hazard-vulnerablity-analysis
Appendix B: MOU Template
Appendix C- Emergency Management Acronyms
Attachments
Attachment A: ICS Assignment List and Instructions for ICS Activation
Attachment B: Job Action Sheets
Attachment C: Incident Action Plan Template
Attachment D: Draft Emergency Notification and Activation Messages
Attachment E: Partner Contact List
Attachment F: Emergency Codes
Attachment G: Phone Tree/Staff Contact List
Attachment H: September 2005 Hurricane Katrina Bulletin: HIPAA Privacy and Disclosures in
Emergency Situation
Attachment I: Instructions for Responding to Utility Disruptions and Utility Maps
Attachment J: Sample Supply List for Health Center EOC
Attachment K: Vendor Contact List
Attachment L: Classification Assignment List
Attachment M: Disaster Recall List Survey
Attachment N: Emergency Mental Health Resources for Staff and Patients
Attachment O: Multi-Year Training and Exercise Plan
Attachment P: Emergency Management Related Human Resource Policies
Annexes
Annex A: Business Continuity Plan
Annex B: Evacuation Plan and Fire Safety Plan
Annex C: After Action Reports for Training and Incidents
Annex D: Hazard Specific Plans and Standard Operating Procedures
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Appendix A- Hazard Vulnerability Analysis
Bullhook Community Health Center will conduct annual HVAs using Kaiser Permanente Tool to assess
risks to Community Health Center in order to evaluate top hazards to Bullhook Community Health
Center, the risk of actual occurrence, and the impact on life, property and business if the hazard
occurred. In addition, each HVA will address mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery for these
top hazards. For high risk, high impact hazards, incident action plans will be developed.

Top Risks to Bullhook Community Health Center
1. Inclement Weather• Mitigation: Bullhook Community Health Center is in North Central Montana, where weather
conditions can be extreme hot in summer with chance of severe thunderstorms, in addition to
extreme cold and blizzard conditions in the winter time. We have developed a policy to
address extreme weather conditions.
• Preparedness: See policy
• Response: We would activate our external disaster plan and prepare the CHC for restoring
essential functions
• Recovery: This would be determined by the Incident Commander
2. Seasonal Influenza• Mitigation: Bullhook Community Health Center follows HON (Health Alert Network) alerts
from public health department in addition to CDC guidelines for annual influenza
recommendations. We have developed a policy to address seasonal influenza activity.
• Preparedness: See policy. In addition, all employees are required to receive an annual
influenza vaccine or wear a mask during flu season. Training on mystery patient drill was
held after September staff meeting to assess staff knowledge and procedures. In addition,
Emergency Coordinator attend Local Emergency Preparedness meetings on a monthly basis.
• Response: We would follow HON alert recommendations.
• Recovery: This would be determined by external incident commander, HON.

3. Communications/Telephone Failure:
• Mitigation: Bullhook Community Health Center has identified the possibility of
communications/telephone failure as a top risk to our health center. This can be in form of
internal communications failure, IT system outage, network outage, or internal or external
phone failure.
• Preparedness: See Telephone Failure Policy, in addition to standard operating procedure
regarding IT Systems.
• Response: Bullhook Community Health Center would follow policies and standard operating
procedures.
• Recovery: This would be determined by internal incident commander.
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4. Fire:
• Mitigation: Bullhook Community Health Center has identified Fire as a top risk for BCHC.
Fire Department provided training at all staff meeting in July. All staff then participated in a
table-top exercise using a fire scenario and then were assessed with a quiz. Quiz was then
filed in employee personnel files.
• Preparedness: See policy regarding Fire and Evacuation. In addition, staff participates in
quarterly fire/evacuation drill. Fire extinguishers in place throughout the Health Center,
evacuation maps posted in all areas. Emergency exits clearly marked and staff trained on
location of emergency exits, use of fire extinguishers. Monthly checks performed on fire
extinguishers.
• Response: Bullhook Community Health Center will follow policies and standard operating
procedures related to fire and evacuation. In addition to relying on external responders for
fire.
• Recovery: To be determined by Incident Commander and severity of fire.
5. Power Failure:
• Mitigation: Bullhook Community Health Center has identified Power Failure as a top risk to
BCHC. Power failure may be a result of severe weather, or other factor. Policies and standard
operating procedures created.
• Preparedness: See policies and department specific standard operating procedures.
• Response: Bullhook Community Health Center will follow policies in the event of a Power
Failure. Department specific standard operating procedures will help determine what
essential services can be maintained in the event of power failure.
• Recovery: To be determined by external or internal incident commander.
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Appendix B- MOU Template
Emergency Management Memorandum of Understanding Template
Emergency Management Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Bullhook Community Health
Center and _____________________ (partner) which calls for both authorities to establish and maintain
a coordinated program for enhancing Emergency Management
Whereas, Bullhook Community Health Center and (partner)___________________ are subject to
danger and damage anytime from flooding, tornadoes, high winds, lightning, hazardous material
incidents and other acts of nature or terrorism; and
WHEREAS, Bullhook Community Health Center and (partner)_____________________propose this
Emergency Management Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to establish formal working MutualAid relationship between (partner)______________ and the Bullhook Community Health Center in
support of Emergency Management planning, response and recovery programs; and
WHEREAS, (partner) __________________ and Bullhook Community Health Center have established
emergency response plans to reduce the loss of life and protect citizens from all types of hazards through
a comprehensive, risk-based, all-hazards emergency management program of mitigation, preparedness,
response and recovery; and
WHEREAS, in light of their respective common goals to reduce the loss of life and property from
natural or man-made emergencies or disasters, Bullhook Community Health Center and
(partner)__________ recognize the need to maintain a strong coordination at a level that ensures
efficient use of all available resources, consistent with the principles of each entity; and
WHEREAS, Bullhook Community Health Center and (partner)_____________agree to encourage,
coordinate, promote, and support an ongoing relationship between both entities and to hold periodic
partnership meetings to focus on, but not limited to, identifying and assessing an all hazards approach
and associated risks, particularly as they relate to Bullhook Community Health Center and
(partner)______ and
WHEREAS, Bullhook Community Health Center and (partner) __________ would benefit from the
development and adoption of this MOU; and
WHEREAS, both parties agree, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•

•

•

Cooperate in all areas of mutual interest as it relates to Emergency Management:
Sharing data, information, planning, response, recovery, and other operational support programs;
Enhance and maximize both Emergency Management program capabilities of both participants
for the purpose of protecting the public health and safety, the Bullhook Community Health
Center environment, and to preserve and safeguard property;
In the event of an emergency or disaster declared by the jurisdiction, provide a rapid coordinated
and effective response with full utilization of all resources of bother participant jurisdictions,
including any resources on hand or available that are essential to the safety, care and welfare of
those impacted.
Each jurisdiction shall appoint an individual representative to serve as a point of contact for
matters relevant to this MOU.
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•
•

This MOU becomes effective on the date of execution and shall remain in effect unless
terminated, by written notification, by either jurisdiction to the other.
This MOU may be amended by written mutual agreement

WHEREAS, Bullhook Community Health Center has considered this Multi-jurisdictional MOU and has
determined that it is in the best interest of Bullhook Community Health Center to approve such an
MOU,
NOW, THEREFORE BY THESE PRESENTS BE IT HEREBY CONFIRMED BY THE Bullhook
Community Health Center IN THAT (partner)_______________ and the Bullhook Community Health
Center Memorandum of Understanding (herein referred to as the “Emergency Management MOU”)
therein is hereby approved and that upon adoption of the MOU by (partner) ___________ all previous
versions are hereby abrogated.
EXECUTED THIS ____________ DAY OF _____________ 20___.
__________________________________________________ (Name/Responsible Party Bullhook
Community Health Center)
______________________________________________ (Name/Responsible party partner)
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Appendix C- Emergency Management Acronyms
A
AAR

After Action Report

C
CEM

Comprehensive Emergency Management

CEO

Chief Executive Officer (also known as Agency Executive)

CMS

Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services

D
DHS

Department of Homeland Security (Federal)

DHHS

Department of Health and Human Services (Federal)

E
EMAC

Emergency Management Assistance Compact

EMC

Emergency Management Committee

EMI

Emergency Management Institute

EMS

Emergency Medical Services

EMP

Emergency Management Program

EOC

Emergency Operations Center

EOP

Emergency Operations Plan

EP

Emergency Preparedness

F
FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FY

Fiscal Year

H
HCC

Hospital Command Center

HCC

Health Care Coalition

HEICS

Hospital Emergency Incident Command System

HICS

Hospital Incident Command System

HRSA

Health Resources and Services Administration

HSPD

Homeland Security Presidential Directive

HVA

Hazard Vulnerability Analysis/Assessment
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I
IAP

Incident Action Plan

IC

Incident Commander

ICP

Incident Command Post

ICS

Incident Command System

IEMS

Integrated Emergency Management System

IMT

Incident Management Team

IS

Independent Study

IT/IS

Information Technology/Information Services

J
JAS

Job Action Sheet

JIC

Joint Information Center

JIS

Joint Information System

M
MAC

Multi-Agency Coordination (Centers)

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MRC

Medical Reserve Corps

N
NIC

National Incident Management System (NIMS) Integration Center

NIMS

National Incident Management System

NIMSCAST

NIMS Capability Assessment Support Tool

NRP

National Response Plan

P
PCEPN

Primary Care Emergency Preparedness Network

PFA

Psychological First Aid

PIO

Public Information Officer

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PTSD

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

R
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R&D

Research and Development

RHCC

Regional Hospital Coordination Center

S
SARS

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndromes

SEOC

State Emergency Operations Center
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Attachment A- ICS Assignment List and Instructions for ICS Activation
ICS Role

Description

Incident Commander

See Job Action Sheet
(JAS)
See JAS

Public Information
Officer
Liaison Officer
Safety Officer
Operations Section
Chief
Planning Section
Chief
Logistics Section
Chief
Finance and
Administration
Section Chief
Other

Primary Staff
Assigned
CEO

Secondary Staff
Assigned

CEO

See JAS
See JAS
See JAS

COO
Executive Assistant
COO

See JAS

MHIP Supervisor

See JAS

Medical Coordinator

See JAS

CFO

Instructions for ICS Activation
Policy: In times of activation of the Emergency Management Plan, the Incident Command Structure will
be activated.
Purpose: To ensure coordinated effort using the National Incident Management System (NIMS)
terminology and organizational structure.
Procedure:
Front Desk will announce “Attention all personnel, activate Bullhook Command”.
Incident Commander and Section Chiefs will report to Emergency Operations Center and distribute
section packets to each Section Chief.
One person from each department to respond to “staging area” in break room with Department Status
Report Worksheet.
Each Section Chief will appoint Officers/Managers as needed.
Each Section Chief will distribute the appropriate instruction packet, documentation forms to put the
system into operation.
Incident Commander
|
Operations Chief-------

Logistics Chief -------- Planning Section Chief

|

|

|
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Operations:
Medical Services
Ancillary Services
(Lab and Pharmacy)
Dental Services

Logistics:
Damage Assess and Control
Communications Officer
Materials Supply

Planning:
Labor Pool
Patient Tracking

EOC Activation Criteria and Setup
Steps in this process are suggested in an order. Each situation is different, which may require skipping
steps because of the impact of actual events. Check the box when completed.
Make decision about EOC activation, location, and appropriate staffing.
Assign staff to set up an EOC. Ensure security if present to ensure safety of personnel,
habitability, and secure operations.
If not all EMC staff are activated, ensure all other EMC staff are made aware of when
EOC is being activated in case they are called for service.
Contact operational area director and other key stakeholders about the EOC activation
and provide contact phone numbers once the EOC is operational (ready to function).
Ensure that external safety, parking and access is appropriate for the EOC operation.
Direct the Safety Officer to continue habitability assessments, especially in highly
variable and dangerous conditions (floods, fires, hazmat, civil disturbance, earthquake,
etc.)
Ensure that security is established at the entrance to the EOC and then establish a sign-in
process in order to verify who has arrived and when
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Attachment B- Job Action Sheets
Bullhook Community Health Center
Incident Command System (ICS)
Emergency Response
Job Action Sheet(s)
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Bullhook Community Health Center Incident Commander
Reports to: Bullhook Community Health Center Board
Mission: Organize and direct BCHC Emergency Operations Center (EOC). Give overall direction for
emergency response and operation.
Immediate:
___Read this entire Job Action Sheet
___Obtain a full briefing of the incident
___Appoint all Command Staff and Section Chiefs that are required for this response and establish
assistants; distribute the section packets which contain: Job Action Sheets for each position and any
forms pertinent to section and positions.
___Assign someone as Documentation Officer
___Appoint person to be responsible for maintaining essential day-to-day services.
___Activate the agency Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
___Confer with Command Staff, section chiefs and consultants and develop an Incident Action Plan
(IAP) for a defined period of time, establishing priorities (Section Chiefs will communicate IAP to each
section and pertinent consultants).
___Confer with Section Chiefs to identify and consider necessary health department services.
___Consider and assign communication responsibilities to agency staff, external agencies and public
and media.
___Assure that contact has been established and resource information shared with relevant external
agencies.
Intermediate:
___Authorize resources as needed or requested by Section Chiefs, through the Finance/Administration
Section Chief
___Schedule routine briefings with Section Chiefs to receive status reports and update the action plan
regarding the continuance and/or termination of the action plan.
___Maintain contact with relevant agencies.
___Approve media releases submitted by the Public Information Officer (PIO).
Extended:
___Observe all staff for status and signs of stress.
___Provide for rest periods for staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and update with incident tracking board and present to chief health
official, and oncoming Agency Incident Commander.
___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Liaison Officer
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander
Mission: Function as incident contact person for representatives from other agencies.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from Agency Incident Commander.
___Read this entire job action sheet and review organizational chart.
___Obtain briefing from Agency Incident Commander and participate in planning meetings to formulate
and evaluate the Incident Action Plan (IAP).
___Establish contact with liaison counterparts of each assisting and cooperating agency.
___Keep the chief health official and other agencies and organizations updated on changes in response
to incident.
Intermediate:
___Respond to requests and complaints from incident personnel regarding inter-agency issues.
___Relay any special information obtained to appropriated personnel in the receiving facility (e.g.,
information regarding toxic decontamination or any special emergency conditions).
___Keep agencies supporting the incident aware of the incident status.
___Monitor the incident to identify current or potential inter-organizational problems.
Extended:
___Maintain a list of all assisting agencies including their resource availability.
___Observe all staff for signs of stress. Reports issues to the Safety Officer.
___Provide rest periods and relief for staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming Liaison Officer.
___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Safety Officer
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander
Mission: Develop and recommend measures for assuring health department personnel safety (including
psychological and physical), and to asses and/or anticipate hazardous and unsafe situations.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment form Agency Incident Commander.
___Read this entire job action sheet and review organizational chart.
___Obtain a briefing from Agency Incident Commander.
___Establish Safety Command Post in proximity to the agency Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
___Review the Incident Action Plan (IAP) for safety implications.
Intermediate:
___Exercise emergency authority to stop and prevent unsafe acts.
___Keep all staff alert to the need to identify and report all hazards and unsafe conditions and ensure
that all accidents involving personnel are investigated and actions and observations documented.
___Arrange with Logistics to secure areas all areas as needed for limit unauthorized access.
___Advise the Agency Incident Commander and Section Chiefs immediately of any unsafe, hazardous
situation (review Hazardous Materials Plan).
___Schedule routine briefings with Finance/Administration Section Chief.
Extended:
___Observe all staff, for signs of stress. Report issues to Agency Incident Commander. Provide rest
periods and relief for staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming Safety Officer.
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Public Information Officer
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander or Board of Directors
Mission: The department spokesperson and person responsible for releasing information regarding the
incident to the media or other agencies and the public. Only one PIO is appointed per incident although
assistants may be appointed as necessary.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from Agency Incident Commander (AIC).
___Read this entire job action sheet and review organizational chart.
___Identify restrictions in contents of news release information from Agency Incident Commander.
___Establish a Public Information area away from Incident Command Post and other activity areas.
___Obtain a full briefing from the AIC regarding the incident and participate in planning meetings to
formulate and evaluate the Incident Action Plan (IAP).
Intermediate:
___Ensure that all news releases have the approval of the Agency Incident Commander (AIC) and/or
chief health official.
___Issue an initial incident information report to the news media.
___Inform on-site media of the accessible areas which they may have access to, and those which are
restricted.
___Coordinate with Safety Officer.
___Contact other on-scene agencies to coordinate release of information with respective PIOs. Inform
Liaison Officer of action.
___Arrange for interviews, teleconferences, video conferences, satellite broadcasts, web site revisions,
broadcast faxes, etc., upon approval by AIC or chief health official.
___Monitor incident as to the need to modify or change public alerts or risk communications.
___Approve initial and updated scripts for interviews, hotlines and websites.
___Direct ongoing evaluation of message contents.
Extended:
___Review progress reports from Section Chiefs as appropriate.
___Notify media about incident status.
___Observe all staff for signs of stress. Report issues to Safety Officer. Provide rest periods and relief
for staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming PIO.
___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Documentation Officer
Reports to: Agency Incident Command
Mission: Responsible for the maintenance of accurate, up-to-date documentation relative to the incident.
Incident files will be stored for legal, analytical and historical purposes.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from Agency Incident Commander
___Read this entire job action sheet and review organizational chart activated for this event
___Review the Incident Action Plan (IAP)
___Establish a work area within the agency Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
___Arrange for equipment (e.g., LCD projector, laptop) through Logistics Section Chief.
___Arrange for support staff if required.
___Identify important phone numbers from master contact list and give to health education personnel for
internal and external distribution.
Intermediate:
___Review entries/records for accuracy and completeness.
___Provide for ongoing incident documentation and maintenance of the Incident Mission Board and log.
___Track deadlines for IAP.
Extended:
___Store files for post-incident use.
___Review Section Action Plans (SAPs) from Section Chiefs as appropriate.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming Documentation Officer.
___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Planning/Intelligence Section Chief
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander
Mission: Identify data elements and data sources and implement data collection and analysis procedures
so that trends and forecasts can be identified related to the incident. Organize and direct all aspects of
Planning/Intelligence Section operations. Ensure the distribution of critical information/data. Compile
scenario/resource projections from all section chiefs and perform long range planning. Document and
distribute Incident Action Plan and measure/evaluate process.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from Agency Incident Commander. Obtain packet containing Section’s job
action sheets.
___Read this entire job action sheet.
___Obtain briefing from Agency Incident Commander.
___Activate the Planning/Intelligence Section leaders and distribute job action sheets.
___Brief unit leaders after meeting with Agency Incident Commander.
___Determine data elements required by the Incident Action Plan (IAP) and Section Action Plan (SAP).
___Identify and establish access to data sources as needed.
___Communicate all technical support and supply needs to Logistics Section Chief
___Establish Planning/Data Collection Center and other data entry sites as needed.
___Ensure standardization of data collection.
____Collect, interpret, and synthesize data regarding status and response of incident and provides
reports to Agency Incident Commander.
Intermediate:
___Assemble information in support of the IAP and or projections relative to the project.
Extended:
___Continue to receive projected activity reports from section chiefs and Planning/Intelligence Section
at appropriate intervals.
___Maintain documentation of all actions and decisions on a continual basis; forward completed unit
activity log to Agency Incident Commander.
___Assure all requests for data or plan information/status are routed/documented through the Public
Information Officer (PIO).
___Observe staff for signs of stress. Report issues to Safety Officer. Provide rest periods and relief for
staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming Planning/Intelligence Section Chief.
___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Operations Section Chief
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander
Mission: Activates and coordinates any units that may be required to achieve the goals of the Incident
Action Plan (IAP). Directs the preparation of specific unit operational plans and requests and identifies
and dispatches resources as necessary.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from Agency Incident Commander. Obtain packet containing Sections’ job
action sheets.
___Read this entire job action sheet and review organizational chart.
___Obtain briefing from Agency Incident Commander.
___Establish Operations Section Center in proximity to the Incident Command Post.
___Appoint Operations Section branch directors.
___Brief all Operations Section branch directors on current situation and develop the Section Action
Plan (SAP).
___Add additional (or delete) tasks and distribute Job Action Sheets
___Identify and report to Liaison officer and/or Finance/Administration Section Chief any tactical
resources needed for the Incident Action Plan (IAP).
___Coordinate IT and data entry needs with Logistics and Planning/Intelligence Section Chiefs.
Intermediate:
___Brief the Agency Incident Commander routinely on the status of the Operations Section.
___Coordinate and monitor Operations Section and available resources needed to achieve mission and
request resources as needed.
Extended:
___Maintain documentation of all actions and decisions on a continual basis; forward completed unit
activity log to Agency Incident Commander.
___Observe all staff for signs of stress. Report issues to Finance/Administrative Section Chief.
___Provide rest periods and relief for staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming Operations Section Chief and Agency Incident
Commander.
___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Logistics Section Chief
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander
Mission: Organize, direct and coordinate those operations associated with maintenance of the physical
environment (facilities), security, personnel deployment (movement) and provide for adequate levels of
shelter and supplies to support the mission’s objectives.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from the Agency Incident Commander (AIC). Obtain packet containing
Section’s Job Action Sheets (JAS).
___Read this entire job action sheet.
___Obtain briefing from, including Incident Action Plan (IAP).
___Confer with appointed Logistics Section Unit Leaders and ensure the formulation and documentation
of an incident-specific Section Action Plan (SAP) as approved by the Command Staff.
___Add additional (or delete) tasks and distribute Job Action Sheets.
___Distribute the corresponding JAS with incident specific tasks.
___Establish Logistics Section Center in proximity to agency Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
___Advise AIC on current logistical service and support status.
Intermediate:
___Update Logistics Section staff on new developments and receive Section status reports.
___Secure areas as needed to limit unauthorized personnel access.
___Obtain information and updates regularly from unit leaders and officers; maintain current status of
all areas
___Review IAP and estimate section needs for next operational period or shift through Liaison Officer,
initiate contact with jurisdiction’s emergency services agency for EMS, fire and police assistance when
necessary.
___Confer with Public Information Officer (PIO) to establish areas for media personnel.
___Obtain supplies as requested by Planning/Intelligence or Operations Sections.
Extended:
___Maintain documentation of all actions and decisions on a continual basis. Forward completed unit
activity log to Finance/Administration Section Chief.
___Participate in the development and execution of the demobilization and make recommendations to
AIC as necessary.
___Observe all staff for signs of stress, report issues to Safety Officer.
___Provide rest periods and relief for staff.
___Prepare end of shift report and present to oncoming AIC and Logistics Section Chief.
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___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment
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Finance/Administration Section Chief
Reports to: Agency Incident Commander
Mission: Monitor the utilization of financial assets and human resources. Ensure the documentation of
expenditures relevant to the emergency incident. Authorize expenditures to carry out the Incident Action
Plan (IAP) and ensure appropriate documentation.
Immediate:
___Receive appointment from Agency Incident Commander. Obtain packet containing Section’s Job
Action Sheets.
___Read this entire job action sheet and review organizational chart that has been activated.
___Obtain briefing from Agency Incident Commander (AIC).
___Appoint Human Resource and Finance Unit Leaders.
___Inform team leaders of incident name.
__Obtain unique finance code for incident from the agency finance officer.
___Confer with appointed Unit Leaders and ensure the formulation and documentation of an incidentspecific Section Action Plan (SAP) as approved by the Command Staff.
___Distribute the corresponding Job Action Sheets with incident-specific tasks.
___Establish a Finance/Administration Section Operations Center near the Logistics Center and ensure
adequate documentation/recording personnel.
Intermediate:
___Approve a “cost-to-date” incident financial status in agreement with the AIC and summarize
financial data as often as required by the nature of the incident, relative to personnel and hours worked,
supplies and miscellaneous expenses including facilities and equipment.
___Obtain briefings and updates from Agency Incident Commander as appropriate.
___Relate into financial status reports
___Schedule planning meetings with Unit Leaders to discuss updating the Section Action Plan and
termination procedures.
___Authorize utilization or diversion of financial resources.
Extended:
___Observe all staff for signs of stress.
___Provide rest periods and relief for staff. Review issues with the Safety Officer.
___Coordinate response regarding staff work related issues. Assignments and questions and work with
human resources officer as appropriate.
___Coordinate injury or incident reporting procedures and protocol with Safety Officer.
___Create end of shift report for Agency Incident Commander and the oncoming
Finance/Administration Section Chief.
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___Plan for the possibility of extended deployment.
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Attachment C- Incident Action Plan Template
Procedure:
Incident Action Planning is based on the use of an operational period. The length of the operational
period for the Incident Action Plan is determined by first establishing a set of objectives and priority
actions that need to be performed and then establishing a reasonable time frame for accomplishing those
actions. Generally, the actions requiring the longest time period will define the length of the operational
period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Incident Action Plan will cover the following elements:
Listing of objectives to be accomplished
Statement of current priorities related to objectives
Statement of strategy to achieve the objectives
Assignments and actions necessary to implement the strategy
Operational period designation (time frame necessary to accomplish the actions)
Organizational elements to be activated to support the assignments.
Logistical or other technical support required.
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Bullhook Community Health Center Incident Action Plan Template

Action Plan
Incident: ________________ Date: ___________
Goal

Objectives (to meet
goal)

Time: ___________
Action Taken:

Status

1.
2.

3.

Resources Needed:

When Needed

Status

Projected Activities

Projected Needs

Status

Weather Forecast For Operational Period:
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Safety Message: (From Security Officer)

Attachments (Circle if attached):
Organization Chart
Care/Shelter Facilities
Current Area Situation Report
Special Medical Facilities
Task Assignments
Traffic and Staging Area Map
Operational period from: ____________ To:______________

Prepared By: (Planning Section Chief):

Approved By: (Incident Commander)

Management Staff Tasks For This Operating Period
Section/Unit
Incident Commander
Tasks:

Task

Date/Time: _____________
Assigned To

Security Officer Tasks:

Public Information Officer
Tasks:

Planning Section Chief
Tasks:
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Operations Section Chief
Tasks:
Priority Issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Medical Care Tasks:

Mental Health Tasks:

Logistics Section Chief
Tasks:
Priority Issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Communication Tasks:
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Information Technology
Tasks:

Materials and Supply
Tasks:

Human Resources Tasks:

Finance Section Chief
Tasks:
Priority Issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Incident Action Plan
Procurement Summary Report Form
PO #

Date/Time Item/Service

Vendor

Certifying Officer: ____________________________

Amount Requestor

Approval

Date/Time: _______________________
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Attachment D- Draft Emergency Notification and Activation Messages

Upon direction from the Incident Commander, in a disaster/emergency situation, the Public Information
Officer will use the following messages/templates to communicate with patients and staff members.
Emergency Communications Messages for Disasters:
Power Outage/System Down:
“__________ will be unavailable between ______ and _______. We apologize for the inconvenience.”
“__________ is down with no estimated time of restoration at this time. IT staff are working hard to
remedy the situation. We will notify you as soon as systems are back up. We apologize for the
inconvenience.”
“Bullhook Community Health Center is currently experiencing a power outage. This outage is
anticipated to last ___ hours/days. We will be able to restore functions to our health center within ___
hours. Please listen to radio messages for further communications.
Inclement Weather:
“Bullhook Community Health Center will be closed due to the current weather situation. We are sorry
for any inconvenience this may cause, we are committed to the health and safety of our patients and
staff. Please listen to radio announcements, check our website at www.bullhook.com, in addition to our
Facebook page for further communications.”
“Bullhook Community Health Center will be closing at ____ due to a weather situation. We are sorry
for any inconvenience. Please check our website at www.bullhook.com, or Facebook page for updates,
in addition to monitoring the weather via local weather stations or website radio announcements.”
Fire:
“Bullhook Community Health Center is experiencing a fire related event. Due to this the following
departments are unavailable at this time (list departments). We apologize for any inconvenience this
may cause. Please check our website and Facebook page for further communication regarding this.”
“Bullhook Community Health Center has experienced a fire related event and will be closed at this time.
We anticipate to reopen within ____ hours. We apologize for the inconvenience. Please check our
website at www.bullhook.com in addition to our Facebook page for further updates.
Seasonal Influenza:
“Bullhook Community Health Center has seen a recent increase in influenza like activity. We encourage
all of our patients and community members to get vaccinated against influenza if you have not already
done so. For more information related to what you can do to protect yourself from the flu, please check
our website at www.bullhook.com, or the Hill County Health Department at 265-5481 ext. 266 or
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) at www.cdc.gov .”
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Communications/Telephone Failure:
“Bullhook Community Health Center is experiencing a telephone outage, and we are working hard to
correct this. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. Our Health Center remains open at
this time. Please check our website at www.bullhook.com or our Facebook page for updates. “
Shelter-In-Place

“Bullhook Community Health Center is temporarily closed due to a shelter-in-place situation. Please do
not call or come to Health Center at this time. If you are an employee and are not at health center,
please do not report for work until instructed to do so. We will notify you with further updates as they
become available.”
SECURITY ALERT

Date:
Name (main point of contact):
Title:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:

SHELTER IN PLACE

1. LOCK DOORS/WINDOWS. AWAIT FURTHER INFORMATION

SECURITY ALERT

Date:
Name (main point of contact):
Title:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
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WEATHER CLOSING
Bullhook Community Health Center closed on_______

1. BULLHOOK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER IS CLOSED TODAY, __________
DUE TO INCLEMENT WEATHER. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT www.bullhook.com
SECURITY ALERT

Date:
Name (main point of contact):
Title:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:

EMAIL/NETWORK OUTAGE

Email Outage @ Bullhook Community Health Center

1. BULLHOOK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER email/system down. Techs are working
towards a fix. More information www.bullhook.com
SECURITY ALERT

Date:
Name (main point of contact):
Title:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
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WEATHER CLOSING
Bullhook Community Health Center closed on_______

1. BULLHOOK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER IS CLOSED TODAY, __________
PRESS RELEASE

Date:
Name (main point of contact:
Title:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Website:
TITLE

1. Who, what, where, when, why, and response, whether video/audio materials are available:
2. Relevant background information and overall organization mission/duties:
3. Indicate Time, location of press conference or that additional information is forthcoming:
DUE TO INCLEMENT WEATHER. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT www.bullhook.com
MEDIA ADVISORY

Date:
Name (main point of contact:
Title:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Website:
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TITLE:

1. Reason for press conference, speakers
2. Instructions for media

I How to notify patients via the Patient Portal and/or Messenger in the event of an emergency:
1. Send a message to patients that are web enabled via PATIENT PORTAL:
In eCW, click on Registry band on left hand side > click Registry > click on Demographics tab >
select sex as ‘Both’ > in drop down below DOB section, select ‘web enabled’ > do not select any
other filters > click on ‘run new’ on the right-hand side of the screen
[This will give you a list of all the web enabled patients in the practice]
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*The check mark in the box at the beginning of each patient’s name indicates they are selected to
receive a message. You must uncheck the box if you do not want them to receive the message.
Next, click on ‘Send eMessage at the bottom of the screen (see previous picture). Here you can
enter the message on the body of the window and then click on the send button to send the message to
their patient portal.

2. Send a Voice and Text message via Messenger:
Click on EMR along top band in eCW > click on Messenger > Messenger Templates > Custom >
Select ‘Emergency Preparedness template’ by clicking on it so it is highlighted yellow (I already
created the title of this template so we can avoid that step if an actual situation occurs). > Now
type the contents of the message you wish to send to patients in both the voice section and
SMS/TEXT section (copy and paste) > scroll across to the right hand side and click save.
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**You must now log out of eCW and back in for this new message to be available to send**

Now generate list of patients from the registry: Registry band > Registry > Demographics >
select sex as ‘both’ > do not select any other filters > click run new [This will give you a list of
all the patients in the practice] > select 100 patients at a time (uncheck all the patients, and then
only check the boxes of the patients one page at a time as this is the limit # that can be sent at
one time with messenger) > click on messenger button on the bottom right hand side > find the
emergency preparedness template in the drop down > fill in sections needed under “options for
all patients” > pick voice, text, or both by clicking the boxes in the purple row > click next >
finish sending message (Refer to screen shot on next page)

3. Indicate time, location of press conference and/or overall briefing schedule
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Attachment E- Partner Contact List
Partner
Name

Descriptio
n of
Organizati
on/Relatio
nship

Contact Person

Hill County
DES
Coordinator

Disaster
and
Emergenc
y Services

Dave Shepherd 265-6511

Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer

Health
Dept.

Kim Larson

265-5481
ext. 266

Chief Medical Officer
Chief Executive
Officer
Incident Commander

N

Sheriff

Jamie Ross,
Sheriff

406-2652512

Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer

N

406-2652211

Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer
Chief Medical Officer
Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer

N

Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer

N

Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer

N

Hill County
Health
Department

Hill County
Sheriff
Office
Northern
Montana
Hospital

Hill County
Local
Emergency
Planning
Committee
(LEPC)
Boys and
Girls Club of
the Hi-Line

Hill County
Commission
ers
Montana
State Health
Department

Hospital/
Emergenc
y Room
Services
Coalition
of various
agencies
in Hill
County

After
School/Su
mmer
children’s
center

Phone/Emai
l

Dave Shepherd 265-6511

Tim Brurud

265-6206

406-2655481
406-4445622

Authority To call/when
to call

MOU/
Agree
ment
in
Place
Y/N
N

N

Chief Medical Officer
Chief Executive
Officer
Incident Commander
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Dr. Megan
Evans, Chief
Medical
Officer

CMO

Montana
Primary Care
Association

Cindy Stergar

Police
Havre Police
Department
Havre Fire
Department
Hill County
Search and
Rescue

Gabe
Matosich,
Chief of Police
Mel Paulson,
Fire Chief
Paul Nugent

evans.mega
na@gmail.c
om

Chief Executive
Officer
Lead Medical
Incident Commander

406-4422750
www.mtpca
.org
265-4361

Chief Executive
Officer
Incident Commander

265-6511

265-5481
pnugent@
mt.gov

Chief Executive
Officer
Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer
Incident Commander
Chief Executive
Officer
Incident Commander

N

N

N

N

N
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Attachment F- Emergency Codes
Codes
RED
BLUE
BLACK
ORANGE
YELLOW
GRAY
SILVER
PINK
GREEN

Emergency Code Definition
Fire and Evacuation Procedure
Patient with Injuries that present an
immediate life-threatening emergency
Bomb threat or discovered bomb on premises
Hazardous Material
Severe Weather
Combative Person
Criminal Activity
Child Missing/Abduction
Suicidal Patient
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Attachment G-Staff Contact List-
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Attachment H: September 2005 Hurricane Katrina Bulletin: HIPAA Privacy and Disclosures in
Emergency Situation
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Attachment I- Instructions for Responding to Utility Disruptions and Utility Maps
Bullhook Community Health Center has multiple binders regarding Utility maps and maintenance. They
are located behind the Executive Assistant Desk second upper cupboard from the left, labeled Bullhook
Community Health Center Operations and Maintenance Manual.
In the event of an emergency or disaster regarding the need to access utility information, Bullhook
Community Health Center will notify external responding agency, depending on situation or need.
These manuals will be made accessible to external responding agency, if needed.
Electric Services: Schine Electric 265-6900
HVAC: FICO 399-3085
Plumbing: Holt 265-4443
Electricity and Gas: Northwestern Energy 1-888-467-2669
Water/Sewer: City of Havre Public Works 265-4941
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Attachment J- Sample Supply List for Health Center EOC
Below is a sample list of recommended items to consider, including Incident Commander Center
Supplies for Bullhook Community Health Center
Communication Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

Cellular Phone
Public Address System
Governmental Emergency System (GETS) Card
Two-Way Radio Network
Bullhorn

Electronic Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather Radio (hand cranked or battery operated)
Fax Machine
Copy Machine
Television/satellite/cable
Laptops/computer terminals
Printer/scanner
Surge protectors
Digital Camera
Food and Water:
Bottled water and shelf-stable food

Reference and Resource Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vendor Contact list
Staff Contact list
Insurance Information
External Partner Contact List
Emergency Management Plan
ICS Forms/Notebooks to Record EOC activities
Business Continuity Plan
Reference Materials (blueprints, maps, and facility policy and procedure manuals)

Furniture:
•
•
•
•

Tables and chairs
Flip chart, easel and pad
White boards and markers
Bulletin Board

Office Supplies:
Miscellaneous office supplies including:
Staplers, staples, staple removers, envelopes of various sizes, paper clips, push pins,
masking/scotch tape, pencils, pens in assorted colors, rubber bands, binders, writing pads, note pads,
name tags, markers, batteries
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Safety Equipment and Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•

Flashlights and batteries
Light Sticks
First aid Kit
Cleaning wipes
Hand sanitizer

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):
•
•
•
•
•

Face Shields
N95 respirators
Disinfecting wipes
Surgical masks
Nitrile gloves
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Attachment K- Vendor Contact List
Basic Center Support Services List
Date of Last Update: ________

Updated by: ___________________

Contact List: Vendors/Community Liaisons
Vendor
Name

Description

Contact
Person

Phone/Email

Office
Equipment

Office Supplies

Thomas
Hening
er

265-9611

McKesson
Drug
Company
Henry
Schein

Pharmacy Wholesaler

Culligan
Patterson
Dental

Water
Dental
Equipment/Maintena
nce Repair
Dental
equipment/Maintenan
ce Repair
Banking

Henry
Schein
Dental
Stockman’s
Bank
McKesson
Pharma
serve
Northweste
rn Energy
Triangle
Telephone
FICO
First Call
ECW (Eclinical
works)
Ezzie’s
Night
Nurses MD
Line
McKesson
Medical

Medical Supplies

1-801-977-9500

Larry
St.
Lawren
ce

096179

406-788-3285
larry.stlawrence@henryschein.co
m

Nicole
Altese

265-2424
406-265-6403
208-720-3089

Dave
Bartlett

406-670-7624
1-800-645-6594

0200039
792
3208620

265-3800

Pharmacy Systems
Help Desk

1-800-424-0444

Electric/Gas

1-888-467-2469

Phone
Services/Internet
Provider
HVAC servicing
IT
Electronic Health
Record Provider

394-7807

Ron P.

Fire Extinguishers
Harold
After Hours Call Line

Medical Supplies

Contract
/Acct #

Brent
Maier

399-3085
406-721-4592
508-475-0450
my.eclinicalworks.com
265-7636
1-508-875-9760
Patient’s Call
406-262-8179
1-406-274-3522
Mcneil@millenniumhealth.com
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Quest

Lab Services

Fort
Harrison
Lab
Lincare

VA Patient Services

American
Welding
and Gas
Company
Stericycle

American
Association
of Diabetes
Educators
(AADE)
Systems
Northwest
City Of
Havre

Amy
Babcoc
k
Tracy

406-546-2656
babock@questdiagnostics.com

Durable Medical
Equipment Supplies
Oxygen

Chad

406-265-8882

Hazardous Waste
Company

Zachari
ah
Sipher

Montana
Records
Manageme
nt
Mt. Grafix

Shred Paper Services

Microix
Abila

Time Clock Vendor
Accounting and
Payroll Software
Room Rental

Van Orsdel
Methodist
Church
Havre Daily
News
KOJM
KRTV
KFBB

406-727-3390

DSME program
accreditor

Alarm
Company/Security
System
Water/Public Works

Website Hosting

406-447-7512
Traci.Kalien@va.gov

1-847-943-6117

www.diabeteseducator.org

Cole or
Lee

756-1100 or 249-9273

Dave
Peterso
n
Scott
Brewin
gton

265-4941

Heather
D.
Maria
Penny

357-7483 or 945-7052

459-8077

1-866-642-7649
1-512-861-3058
265-4232

Media

265-6795

Media/Radiostation
News Station
News Station

265-7841
791-5400
453-4377
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Attachment L: Classification Assignment List
Classification
(e.g. Physician,
Nurse, Front
Staff)

Name

Area Assigned*

Time Assigned
to Area

Time
Returned to
Labor Pool

*Area Assigned
I-Immediate Treatment Area DC- Discharge Area
D- Delayed Treatment Area EOC- Emergency Command Center
M- Minor Treatment Area
R-Runner
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Attachment M:
Disaster Recall List Survey
Department: ___________________ Date: ___________

Time: _____________

Instructions: List all department staff members and responses received. Forward this list to the command
center.
Name

Position

Response: coming in,
not home, message
left, etc.

Expected Arrival
Time:

Staff recall survey
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Attachment N: Emergency Mental Health Resources for Staff and Patients
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Attachment O: Multi-Year Training and Exercise Plan
Training Type and Date

Who Trained:

Fire Drill and Quiz July 2017
Tabletop Exercise Fire
Scenario with quiz
Casper Surveys (Community
Tabletop Exercise)

Bullhook Community Health
Center all staff
Bullhook Community Health
Center all staff
Deidre Reiter, Jacob Strissel,
Tami Miller, Christina
Petersen
Bullhook Community Health
Center Front Staff and
Medical:
Melissa Russell, Kyndra Hall,
Tami Miller, Deidre Reiter,
Mary Lyons, Mandy
Huntington, Timberle Gobin,
Dee Althouse, Patti Alderson
Bullhook Community Health
Center all staff

Mystery Patient Tabletop
Exercise

Emergency Preparedness
Training with Quiz –
September all staff
09/21/2017
Quarterly Phone Tree Drill
Quarterly Fire Drill
Monthly Fire Extinguisher
Checks
Inclement Weather Event –
Actual Event 10/03/2017
Annual N95 Fit Testing of
StaffOctober on compliancy list

After –Action Report
Complete (if needed)
N/A
Y
Y

Y

N/A

Bullhook Community Health
Center all staff
Bullhook Community Health
Center all staff
Bullhook Community Health
Center Department
Coordinators
All staff involved

N/A

Bullhook Community Health
Center Medical

N

N/A
N/A

Y
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Annex A. Business Continuity Plan
Bullhook Community Health Center Business Continuity Plan

July 2017

The Bullhook Community Health Center Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) or Business Continuity
Plan (BCP) is a Supporting Annex to the Bullhook Community Health Center Emergency Operations
Plan. It is the policy of Bullhook Community Health Center to maintain service delivery or restore
services as rapidly as possible following an emergency that disrupts those services. As soon as the safety
of patients, visitors, and staff has been assured, the clinic will give priority to providing or ensuring
patient access to health care.
Purpose:
To increase the CHC’s ability to maintain or rapidly restore essential services following a disaster.

Objective
1. Ensuring the continuous performance of Bullhook Community Health Center’s essential functions.
2. Protecting essential functions, equipment, records, and other assets.
3. Reducing loss of life and minimizing damage and losses.
4. Achieving timely and orderly recovery from an emergency and resumption of full service to our
customers.

Bullhook Community Health Center Business Continuity Planning Team:
This includes all members on the Emergency Preparedness Committee and is made up of a multidepartmental group.
Current Members for 2017-2018 are as follows:
Cindy Smith- CEO
Ty Hedalen- COO
Kyndra Hall-CFO
Tami Miller-Pharmacy Manager
Deidre Reiter- MHIP Supervisor
Mary Lyons-Front Desk Lead
Open -Behavioral Health Coordinator
Elizabeth Lohse- Dental Coordinator
Janet Nordrum- Nurse

Order of Succession (for the assumption of leadership positions when the incumbent is unable to or
unavailable)
1st (CEO) Cindy Smith
2nd (CFO) Kyndra Hall
3rd (COO) Ty Hedalen

406-395-6903
406-395-6904
406-395-6947
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Delegation of Authority To ensure the continued operation of departments and their essential functions
the following individuals are authorized to make decisions affecting Bullhook Community Health
Center
1st (CEO) Cindy Smith
406-395-6903
nd
2 (Finance) Kyndra Hall
406-395-6904
3rd (Operations) Ty Hedalen
406-395-6947
th
4 (Medical) Tiffany Christman
406-399-0511
5th (Dental) Elizabeth Lohse
406-395-6929
th
6 (Pharmacy) Tami Miller
406-395-6906
7th (Lab) Heather Wolf
406-395-6922
th
8 (Behavioral Health) Open
406-395-6907
9th (MHIP Supervisor) Deidre Reiter 406-344-3153
Activation Triggers
A situation, or combination thereof, in which a staffing or communications or severe damage occurs to
Bullhook Community Health Center.
Communications
See the EOP Annex C, Communications.
Mission Essential Services List Each element requires support; be that staff, work space, utilities, etc.
Identify the support mechanisms for each.
Departments:
Medical

Describe Needed Activities (EOP SOP?):
Utilize SOPs written for Department

Front Staff

Utilize SOPs written for Department

Laboratory Services (Lab):

Utilize SOPs written for Department

Information Technology (IT):

Contract with First Call

Billing Department:

Utilize SOPs written for Department

Dental:

Utilize SOPs for Department

Behavioral Health:

Utilize SOPs for Department

Pharmacy:

Utilize SOPs for Department

MHIP:

Utilize SOPs for Department

Pharmacy Services:

Utilize the SOPs for Department Specifics

Public Relations:

Utilize the Pre-canned media releases and script

In addition, all departments will follow Bullhook Community Health Center policies included in
Emergency Operations Plan Folder for specifics related to emergency or events.
Alternate Care Site for the continuation of essential functions for no more than a couple of weeks.
Have operational within 12 hours after the event. See EOP Annex E, Evacuation.
Primary:
Alternate:

Bullhook Community Health Center
521 4th Street Havre MT 59501
Van Orsdel Methodist Church
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th

410 5 Ave

Havre MT 59501

NECESSARY SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT/SUPPORT
Refer to attachment J in Emergency Operations Plan for a list of supplies needed to manage essential
functions of Bullhook Community Health Center.
Policy on Devolution
Transfer of authority and responsibility for mission essential functions from Bullhook Community
Health Center to alternate location will be made by Incident Commander in order to have operations
back up and running. Incident Command will be in the Executive Conference Room at Bullhook
Community Health Center or at Van Orsdel Methodist Church if alternate site needed.

Reconstitution
Bullhook Community Health Center will follow an all-hazards approach in the event of an emergency,
this continuity plan and emergency plan will be executed as instructed by Incident Commander. In order
to ensure services, essential functions identified, including patient care, medical triage and treatment,
mental health services, finance, medications, lab services, medical billing for procedures, patient
tracking and dental care. Essential services should be restored within 12 hours of initial incident.
In the event the facility suffers severe damage to the structure or staffing, Bullhook Community Health
Center will make all efforts to relocate and set up services at alternate site, Van Orsdel Methodist church
to perform essential functions.

Training, Tests, and Exercises for staff on this Plan Annex will be included in the Multi-year Training
and Exercise Plan (Attachment O in Emergency Plan).
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Continuity of Operations
Bullhook Community Health Center
Procedure:
Bullhook Community Health Center will take the following actions to ensure:
1. Patient, visitor and personnel safety:
a. Develop, train on and practice a plan for responding to internal emergencies and evacuating
clinic staff, patients and visitors when the facility is threatened. (See policy 7003 for emergency codes,
procedures and clinic evacuation).
2. Continuous performance or rapid restoration of the clinic’s essential services during an emergency:
a. Develop plans to obtain needed medical supplies, equipment and personnel. Backup location is
Van Orsdel Methodist Church, if clinic unable to operate, will refer patients to Northern Montana
Hospital or nearest operating medical facility.
3. Protection of medical records:
a. To the extent possible, protect medical records from fire, damage, theft and public exposure. If
the clinic is evacuated, provide security to ensure privacy and safety of medical records.
4. Protection of vital records, data and sensitive information:
a. Ensure offsite back-up of financial and other data.
b. Store copies of critical legal and financial documents in offsite location
c. Protect financial records, passwords, credit cards, provider numbers and other sensitive
financial information.
d. Update plans for addressing interruption of computer processing capability.
e. Maintain a list of contact vendors who can supply replacement equipment (see attachment K in
Emergency Operations Plan).
f. Protect information technology assets from theft, virus attacks and unauthorized intrusion.
5. Protection of medical and business equipment:
a. Compile a list of equipment, dates of purchase and costs. Provide list to CFO and store an
electronic and hard copy.
b. Protect computer equipment against theft through use of security devices.
c. Use surge protectors to protect equipment against electrical spikes.
d. Secure equipment and/or elevate equipment as appropriate during time of flood risk and water
main break issues.
e. Place fire extinguishers near critical equipment, train staff in their use, and inspect according
to manufacturer’s recommendations.
6. Relocation of services:
Bullhook Community Health Center will take the following steps, as feasible and appropriate, to
prepare for an event that makes the primary clinic facility unusable. Bullhook Community Health Center
will:
a. Identify a back-up facility, Van Orsdel Methodist Church, in the rented spaces, if possible.
b. Reach out to closest nearby health facilities to accept referrals of clinic patients.
7. Restoration of utilities:
Bullhook Community Health Center will:
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a. Maintain a contact list of utility emergency numbers (See attachment K in emergency
operations plan).
b. Request priority status for maintenance and restoration of telephone service from Triangle
Communications.
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Annex B: Evacuation Plan and Maps and Fire Safety Plan
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Annex C: After Action Reports for Trainings, Drills and Incidents

ABBREVIATED
After Action Report/Improvement Plan (AAR/IP)
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Event Name: Hill County Community Health Needs Assessment
Event Type: CASPER Assessment

ABREVIATED AAR/IP
After Action Report/Improvement Plan

References: Attached area map and survey
Description of Event: The CASPER Assessment was used to collect primary data as part of a Community Health Needs Assessment.
CASPER involves conducting door-to-door surveys using a random sample of households.
Participants: Hill County CHNA Ad Hoc Committee, AmeriCorps VISTA, Hill County Health Consortium and CASPER volunteers
Date of Event: 8/3/2017
Improvement Plan Matrix

Observation Title

Survey Development

Survey Development

Rev. April 2013
HSEEP-IP01

Strength

☒

☐

Improvement
Opportunity

☐

☒

Analysis
Briefly describe the observation
addressing the strength or
improvement opportunity
Several sample surveys were
acquired and presented to the
members of the Consortium.
Survey Questions were identified
and a tool was created. The State
utilized the questions to develop a
final survey tool.
The Survey tool was considered
too long by respondents and
volunteers

Recommendation
Suggest how to improve weak
areas or sustain strengths

Status
Assigned,
Complete, Ongoin

Typographical errors in the
final tool need to be corrected
to include #12. A corrected
survey is attached. To sustain
correlative data, the tool
should be used for future
assessments.
1. Reduce Redundancy by
removing information
available through
secondary data.
2. Prioritize questions
based on a focus
groups primary
assessment.

Assigned to:
complete.

Assigned to: Hill
County Health
Consortium

7000

Sample Selection

Sample Selection

Volunteer Recruitment

Volunteer Training

Door-to-Door Surveys

Rev. April 2013
HSEEP-IP01

☒

☐

☒

☒

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

Using the CASPER two-stage
cluster design, 13 sample maps
for Hill County were created by
the state. The CHNA Ad Hoc
Committee chose map 3 for this
assessment because this sample
included Rudyard and Gildford.
Volunteers reported multiple
vacant areas in the sample
selection. Very few people were
home in Rudyard after multiple
visits.
30-40 volunteers were needed to
complete the door-to-door
surveys. Community partners
recruited 37 volunteers from 7
different agencies.
Volunteer just-in-time training;
led by the State, was given one
week prior to the data collection.
This training covered an overview
of the CASPER method, the
survey tool, safety guidelines and
volunteer roles and
responsibilities. All volunteers
either attended this training or
were given individual training at
a later date.
Volunteers were deployed to 18
different clusters to conduct
surveys. A return rate of 80% was
needed for the sample to be valid,

Continue including areas
within Hill County that are
outside Havre for assessments
in order to receive a sample
that is representative for the
entire county population.

Assigned to:
complete

Having a longer time frame
when choosing the sample
selection in order to look
closer at the geographical areas
included is essential for this
assessment.
Maintain partnerships with
agencies and keep an updated
list of volunteers for future
assessments.

Assigned to: Hill
County Health
Consortium

Volunteers reported training as
being very helpful top them.
Keep training PowerPoints in
case they are needed for future
assessments

Assigned to: Hill
County Health
Consortium

Even if using a model other
than CASPER, consider
continuing door-to-door
surveys as they can give

Assigned to:
complete

Assigned to: Hill
County Health
Consortium
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Door-to-Door Surveys

Analysis and Reporting

☐

☐

☒

☒

and a return rate of 86% (121
surveys out of 140) was achieved.

everyone in the community an
equal chance to participate
and typically have higher
response rates

The first day of the data
collection, many volunteers went
door-to-door after lunch. A lot of
households were not home and
volunteers had to come back the
second day and try again later in
the day. Several volunteers did
not show up the second or third
day to go back out.
The surveys were sent to the
State, who then compiled the raw
data. The next steps will be to
work on the CHNA Report and
present the raw data to the
consortium for feedback.

Only have volunteers go out at
night or on the weekend to
insure that people are more
likely to be home. Have extra
volunteers available to call if
needed.

Assigned to: Hill
County Health
Consortium

Continuing communication
and providing feedback will be
important for completing this
process.

Assigned to: Hill
County Health
Consortium AD
Hoc Committee

Date Abbreviated AAR filled out: 9/7/2017
AAR Author: Rebecca Parker
Program Manager: Click here to enter text.
Date submitted to Program Manager: Click here to enter text.
Date of Program Manager Approval: Click here to enter text.

Rev. April 2013
HSEEP-IP01
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Bullhook Community Health Center Tabletop Exercise: Fire Scenario
After-Action Report/Improvement Plan
09/11/2017

The After-Action Report/Improvement Plan (AAR/IP) aligns exercise objectives with preparedness doctrine to include the National
Preparedness Goal and related frameworks and guidance. Exercise information required for preparedness reporting and trend analysis
is included; users are encouraged to add additional sections as needed to support their own organizational needs.

Rev. April 2013
HSEEP-IP01

After-Action Report/
Bullhook Community Health Center: Fire Scenario
Improvement Plan (AAR/IP)

EXERCISE OVERVIEW
Exercise Name

Bullhook Community Health Center Tabletop Exercise: Fire Scenario

Exercise Dates

07/19/2017 9:15 am to 10:15am

Scope
Mission Area(s)

Core
Capabilities

This exercise is a tabletop exercise planned for 1 hour at Bullhook
Community Health Center. Exercise play is limited to scenario.
Activation, Communications with staff, patients and local emergency
authorities
Test the abilities of Bullhook Community Health Center’s staff to
implement key aspects of its emergency operations plan to evacuate staff
and patient’s during a fire drill.
1. Person discovering fire can notify additional staff to call code
within 2 minutes of discovering fire
2. Evacuation plan is fully implemented and executed
immediately after code is called (within 2 minutes).
3. Fire Department is notified within 2 minutes of code.

Objectives

Threat or
Hazard

Fire

Scenario

Fire Extinguisher Safety Training and Demonstration, Review of
Evacuation and Fire Safety Plan, Fire Scenario and all staff quiz, followed
by fire safety drill.

Sponsor

N/A

Participating
Organizations
Point of
Contact

Exercise Overview

Participants: All Staff Meeting, approx. 60 present staff members. In
addition Havre Fire Department present with 3 fire fighters.
Bullhook Community Health Center Emergency Management Committee
Tami Miller, EMC Coordinator 406-395-6906 millert@bullhook.com

1

Bullhook Community Health Center

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP)

After-Action Report/
Bullhook Community Health Center: Fire Scenario
Improvement Plan (AAR/IP)

ANALYSIS OF CORE CAPABILITIES
Aligning exercise objectives and core capabilities provides a consistent taxonomy for evaluation
that transcends individual exercises to support preparedness reporting and trend analysis. Table
1 includes the exercise objectives, aligned core capabilities, and performance ratings for each
core capability as observed during the exercise and determined by the evaluation team.

Objective

Core Capability

Performed Performed
without
with Some
Challenge Challenge
s (P)
s (S)

Person Discovering Activation
Fire Can Notify
Additional Staff to
Call Code within 2
minutes of
discovering fire

Performed
Unable to
with
be
Major
Performed
Challenge
(U)
s (M)

S

Evacuation plan is
fully implemented
and executed
immediately after
code is called
(within 2 minutes).

Activation

P

Fire Department is
notified within 2
minutes of code

Notification

P

Ratings Definitions:
• Performed without Challenges (P): The targets and critical tasks associated with the core
capability were completed in a manner that achieved the objective(s) and did not negatively
impact the performance of other activities. Performance of this activity did not contribute to
additional health and/or safety risks for the public or for emergency workers, and it was
conducted in accordance with applicable plans, policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.
• Performed with Some Challenges (S): The targets and critical tasks associated with the core
capability were completed in a manner that achieved the objective(s) and did not negatively
impact the performance of other activities. Performance of this activity did not contribute to
additional health and/or safety risks for the public or for emergency workers, and it was
conducted in accordance with applicable plans, policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.
However, opportunities to enhance effectiveness and/or efficiency were identified.
• Performed with Major Challenges (M): The targets and critical tasks associated with the
core capability were completed in a manner that achieved the objective(s), but some or all of
the following were observed: demonstrated performance had a negative impact on the
performance of other activities; contributed to additional health and/or safety risks for the
public or for emergency workers; and/or was not conducted in accordance with applicable
Analysis of Core Capabilities
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Bullhook Community Health Center

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP)

After-Action Report/
Bullhook Community Health Center: Fire Scenario
Improvement Plan (AAR/IP)

Objective

Core Capability

Performed Performed
without
with Some
Challenge Challenge
s (P)
s (S)

Performed
Unable to
with
be
Major
Performed
Challenge
(U)
s (M)

plans, policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.
• Unable to be Performed (U): The targets and critical tasks associated with the core capability
were not performed in a manner that achieved the objective(s).
Table 1. Summary of Core Capability Performance
The following sections provide an overview of the performance related to each exercise
objective and associated core capability, highlighting strengths and areas for improvement.

Analysis of Core Capabilities
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Bullhook Community Health Center

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP)

After-Action Report/
Bullhook Community Health Center: Fire Scenario
Improvement Plan (AAR/IP)

Objective 1: Person discovering fire can notify additional staff to call code within 2 minutes
of discovering fire.
[Core Capability 1]
Strengths
The full capability level can be attributed to the following strengths:
Strength 1: Staff are able to recognize who to notify in event of fire in facility
Areas for Improvement
The following areas require improvement to achieve the full capability level:
Objective 2: Evacuation Plan is fully implemented and executed immediately after code is
called (within 2 minutes).
[Core Capability 2]
Strengths
The partial capability level can be attributed to the following strengths:
Strength 1: Staff able to recognize CODE RED and to evacuate
Areas for Improvement
The following areas require improvement to achieve the full capability level:
Area for Improvement 1: It was noted during drill staff had confusion on which exit to
evacuate with. Drill stated fire back stairs, some staff exited through back stairs, which
would have placed them in fire area.
Reference: Policy 7003
Analysis: There was confusion to staff to where fire was located. Proposed policy change to
state announcement CODE RED: naming location of fire so staff knows area to avoid. Staff retrained on policy.
Objective 3: Fire department is notified within 2 minutes of code.
Strengths:
The full capability level can be attributed to the following strengths:
Strength 1: Staff able to report fire, Call Code Red and designate person to call fire department

Analysis of Core Capabilities
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Bullhook Community Health Center

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP)

APPENDIX A: IMPROVEMENT PLAN
This IP has been developed specifically for Bullhook Community Health Center as a result of Fire Exercise Scenario conducted on 07/19/2017.

Core
Capability
Core
Capability 1:
Prevention

Issue/Area for
Capability
Corrective Action
Improvement
Element1
1 Policy
7003]

2. Proper
Lifting
Techniques

Organization
POC

Start Date

Completion
Date

Emergency
Management
Committee

07/19/17

08/01/2017

Delete “a nurse
will bring the
portable oxygen
out as he/she
exits”

Bullhook
CHC/Havre Fire
Department
Recommendation
to delete as they
already know we
are medical
facility

Emergency
Management
Committee

07/19/17

08/01/2017

State Location of
Fire with Code
RED
announcement

Person
announcing code
RED overhead
will also
announce
location of fire
Bullhook
Community
Health Center

Chief
Operations
Officer and
Department
Coordinators

07/19/17

Dental and
Medical
Departments to
have
training/review on
proper lifting and
handling of
patients

1

Primary
Responsible
Organization

Capability Elements are: Planning, Organization, Equipment, Training, or Exercise.

3. Designate
Each
Department
Responsible
for Monthly
Fire
Extinguisher
Checks

Monthly Fire
Extinguisher
Checks added to
compliancy
checklist

Bullhook
Community
Health Center

Chief
Operating
Officer

07/19/17

08/01/2017

Staff educated at
August staff
meeting of change
in policy for fire
extinguisher
checks

Bullhook
Community
Health Center

Department
Coordinators
Chief
Operating
Officer

07/19/2017

08/16/2017

4.

APPENDIX B: EXERCISE PARTICIPANTS
Participating Organizations
Bullhook Community Health Center
All staff

Havre Fire Department

Bullhook Community Health Center Mystery Patient Exercise Plan

Date of Exercise: 09/20/2017
Type of Exercise: Drill
Sponsor: Bullhook Community Health Center
Exercise Location: Bullhook Community Health Center
Exercise Purpose: The exercise is intended to test the ability of Bullhook Community Health Center to rapidly, and safely identify, isolate and
assess a patient with communicable diseases of public health concern.
Exercise Scope: The exercise is an unannounced drill planned for no more than 2 hours. Exercise play will begin when the controller (patient)
enters Bullhook Community Health Center and ends at the point of initial evaluation and/or notional report of decision to notify Health
Department. Alternatively, the exercise will be terminated when the wait for triage exceeds 20 minutes or the wait in isolation exceeded 40
minutes without the patient being evaluated by a clinician.
Exercise Capabilities: The following capabilities are addressed in this exercise:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bullhook CHC Preparedness
Determine gaps in the healthcare preparedness for Seasonal Influenza and identify resources for mitigation of these gaps.
Improve healthcare response capabilities through coordinated exercises and evaluation
Determine facility capability to make the necessary internal notifications and report the need for notification to Hill County Health
Department.

Exercise Scenario:
Patient presenting with symptoms consistent with an infectious disease of public health concern that will require isolation and reporting to the
Health Department.
Exercise Considerations:
The following are categories of participants involved in this exercise series. Note that the term “participant” refers to all categories listed below,
not just those playing in the exercise. The term “staff” refers to all those listed below with the exceptions of players and observers:
Controllers: Controllers are appointed to present as the patient at Bullhook Community Health Center. The exercise controller will assume the
role of the patient and present with symptoms consistent with the exercise scenario. The exercise controller retains the right to terminate exercise

play at any point due to safety concerns or real-world events that may otherwise interfere with exercise play. The exercise controller will assist in
evaluation wherever practical and will do so in a manner that maintains the unannounced intention of the drill.
Evaluators: Evaluators are chosen to evaluate and provide feedback based on the exercise objectives and the exercise evaluation guides.
Evaluators will coordinate with the trusted agent and be present in the facility at all times during exercise play and will maintain view of the
controller whenever it is possible without otherwise interfering during the drill. The evaluator at each drill will be responsible for collecting data
related to the exercise and the exercise objectives and drafting the After-Action Report for finalization and submission within 14 days of the drill.
Trusted Agent(s): At least one staff member will be selected to serve as a trusted agent. The trusted agent will be informed of the expected date
and time of the drill and will advise the controller and evaluator of any unique considerations that should be made based on the facility itself,
applicable plans, and other events that may be taking place. The trusted agent may also retain the right to terminate the exercise if at any point
they feel it is appropriate.
Players: Players are personnel at Bullhook Community Health Center who have an active role in providing triage, care and reporting for patients
presenting with symptoms consistent of a highly communicable disease of public health concern. Players for each drill will consist primarily of
the front-line staff at Bullhook Community Health Center on duty at the time of the exercise.
The exercise controller will present him or herself in a manner that will not require reimbursement to the facility for services through their
personal insurance carrier. Bullhook Community Health Center will delete the ‘mystery patient’ record at the completion of the drill.
Exercise Conduct:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The drill will be unannounced and will take place during normal business hours.
Real world situations take priority over exercise actions
Exercise participants will comply with real world response procedures, unless otherwise directed by the exercise controller
Although these drills are unannounced, a trusted agent at each facility will coordinate activities with the exercise controller to ensure all
applicable safety and security provisions are followed.
At no point should the controller allow facility staff to perform any invasive procedures or administer any medications
The exercise controller may terminate the drill at any point that he or she feels it is appropriate given the actions being taken by facility
staff, they may include, but are not limited to:
o Notification to local media outlets of possible communicable disease
o Administering medications based on the controller’s reported symptoms
o Performing invasive procedures, such as giving IV fluids, etc.
o Evacuation of or compromising real patient care.

Exercise Assumptions:
The following assumptions are in play to ensure that the exercise is as realistic as possible. Events taking place during the exercise are intended to
progress in a logical and realistic manner and all exercise objectives will be achieved throughout the course of exercise play.
•
•
•
•

Exercise players are well versed in their own department/organizational response plans and procedures.
Players will respond in accordance with existing plans, policies and procedures
Real-world response actions will take priority over exercise actions
Symptoms described by the controller may require some medical evaluation for triage purposes, such as vital signs, but will not require
other invasive procedures or medication administration

Exercise Artificialities:
It is recognized that the following artificialities and constraints may detract from realism; however, exercise planners should accept these
artificialities as a means of facilitating achievement of the exercise objectives:
•
•
•

Exercise play and evaluation will be limited to only those items that are under the direct control of the players, controller, and evaluator.
The exercise controller will be describing symptoms but will not necessarily be able to present all symptoms (rash, fever, chills, etc.). As
such, the controller will need to describe symptoms that were experienced prior to arrival at Bullhook CHC in some cases.
The exercise will not include any means of confirmatory testing for a highly infectious disease

Detailed Exercise Scenario:
1. Adult male presents to Bullhook Community Health Center requesting same day appointment. The patient explains that they awoke this
morning experiencing fatigue, headache, and body temperature of 102 at 7:30 am. Has severe body aches and chills, starting to cough.
The patient has returned from Washington DC for 5 days ago for a work related training. Patient was there for 4 days and was in close
contact with multiple people from countries outside of US.

Mystery Patient Drill
HOTWASH Guide
This exercise was meant to test the ability of the health center to respond to a Mystery Patient presenting with Influenza-like-Illness (ILI).

The hotwash is a meeting that is held after the exercise with all participants. It is a time to exchange observations, review the exercise,
and discuss what went well, what needs improvement and document notes for the After Action Report and Improvement Plan.

Exercises are conducted in a no fault atmosphere and are purely conducted to improve systems and procedures and identify opportunities
to train and improve.

1.

Review the exercise in its entirety.

2.

Distribute and collect the participant questionnaire.

3.
Discuss in what areas did the organization perform well:
Patient was given a mask, called for nurse triage, patient was then put in isolation room and triage performed, temperature and vitals checked

4.

Discuss what areas need improvement:

Ask what symptoms are at front desk prior to calling for nurse triage

Designate area of isolation in lobby for well vs sick patients

Clean/disinfect area

5.

What training opportunities were identified?

Train front staff and medical on communicable disease policy at next front staff and medical meeting, answer any additional questions they
may have
Triage time: Take to isolation right away, do not make patient stand at front desk

Mystery Patient Functional Exercise
09/20/2017
Master Scenario Event List
Responsible
Recipient
Controller
Player(s)

Event Event
#
Time

Event Description

01

Site Controller/evaluator, PCEPN
Controller/Exercise Director, and Actor
(Patient) brief on exercise play

Start of
exercise
10:20

02

Patient presents to registration with
Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) symptoms.
Report of fever and cough.

03

Registration collects basic information
on patient including chief complaint

04

10:25

05

End of
Exercise

Method of
Delivery

Expected Outcome of
Player Action

Verbal

Registration

Site Controller

Registration

Registration identifies ILI symptoms in
patient and patient is sent to isolation
area and/or is given mask to wear.

Chief complaint of ILI
symptoms conveyed to staff
Verbal

Site Controller ensures that
actor does NOT have to
share insurance information.
Site Controller may inform
registration of exercise to
advance actor through
exercise scenario if it
impedes the progression of
the scenario.
Actor patient will be: 1) sent
to clinician for evaluation; 2)
placed in isolated area; 3)
given respiratory mask to
wear.

External
Controller

All Players

Exercise “END Play”
Notification

10:43

Mystery Patient Drill
Participant Feedback Form
Purpose:
Participant feedback forms ask for input regarding observed strengths and areas for improvement that participants (e.g. players, actors,
and observers) identified during the exercise. A participant feedback form also provides players the opportunity to provide constructive
criticism about the design, control, or logistics of the exercise to help enhance the planning of future exercises.
Guidance:
This form should be distributed to exercise participants at a post exercise HotWash. A summary of the feedback received should be
included in the After-Action Report/ Improvement Plan.
Participant Feedback Form
Thank you for participating in this Mystery Patient Drill. Your observations, comments, and input are greatly appreciated, and provide
invaluable insight that will better prepare your Health Center against threats and hazards. Any comments provided will be treated in a
sensitive manner and all personal information will remain confidential. Please keep comments concise, specific, and constructive.
Part I: General Information
Please enter your responses in the form field or check box after the appropriate selection.
Name: Kyndra Hall, Deidre Reiter, Tami Miller, Dee Althouse, Melissa Russell, Mary Lyons, Mandy Huntington, Patti
Alderson, Timberle Gobin
Network/Organization Affiliation: Bullhook Community Health Center ___________

Position Title: CFO, MHIP Supervisor, EMC Coordinator, Physician, Front Desk Reception, Front Desk Lead, Front Desk
Reception, Family Nurse Practitioner________________________________________
Number of Exercises Previously Participated in:
Exercise Role: X

Player

X

0

X

Facilitator/Controller X

1-5

5-10

Observer X

15+
Evaluator

Location during Exercise: Front Desk and Upstairs in addition to observers _______
Part II: Exercise Design
Please rate, on a scale of 1 to 5, your overall assessment of the exercise relative to the statements provided, with 1 indicating strong
disagreement and 5 indicating strong agreement.
Assessment Factor

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

The exercise scenario was plausible and realistic.

1

2

3
X1

4

5
X4

Exercise participants included the right people in terms of
level and mix of disciplines.

1

2

3
X3

4

5
x2

Participants were actively involved in the exercise.

1

2

3
X1

4
X2

5
x2

Exercise participation was appropriate for someone in my field
with my level of experience/training.

1

2

3
X2

4
X1

5
X2

After this exercise, I am better prepared to deal with the
hazards addressed.

1

2

3
X1

4
X3

5
X1

Part III: Participant Feedback
1. I observed the following strengths during this exercise:

Strengths

Nursing staff used overall training to make appropriate decisions for patient care.

Staff prepared, preparedness experience, staff works well together.
Procedure was followed by having patient don mask and be brought upstairs, placing them
in a room with a door. Appropriate questions were asked to determine if patient met
qualifications for communicable disease.
Trying to help the patient in a timely manner, asking questions on triage form, asking
patient his symptoms and offering a mask.
Staff responded quickly and appropriately

2. I observed the following areas for improvement during this exercise:
I am not sure, because I am only aware of medical dept. involvement. We did identify that staff needs additional training on
where PPE is located (beyond masks, gloves – in case they were needed).

Areas for Improvement

Staff not aware of where disposable gowns located (if needed)

We still do not have a specific protocol for triaging patients it is in the works but still needs
some refining.

Having more helpful questions on our triage questionnaire, regarding the flu, or contagious
illnesses.
Need appropriate PPE at front

3. What specific training opportunities helped you (or could have helped you) prepare for this exercise? Please provide specific
course names and/or webinar training sessions provided, if applicable.

Training

Prior training in communicable disease, influenza epidemic
Policy review at all staff

Completed
Prior to
Exercise?
(Y/N)
Y

Training

Completed
Prior to
Exercise?
(Y/N)

4. Please provide any recommendations on how this exercise or future exercises could be improved or enhanced.
It seems unfair that the policy was presented at a meeting and in less than 2 hours the exercise took place- if staff following
policy was what was being evaluated (plus- barriers to following policy), more time to review, know and internalize policy
would have been better.
I did not like the timing. All 3 medical providers had 10 o’clock patients that were delayed because of meeting running late.
The exercise pulled a nurse (and sort of me) to deal with it, when we were already way behind.

EXERCISE EVALUATION GUIDE
Evaluator Name: _Kyndra Hall, Tami Miller, Mary Lyons, Deidre Reiter_________________________
Evaluator E-mail: hallk@bullhook.com, millert@bullhook.com,
lyonsm@bullhook.com, reiterd@bullhook.com __________________________
Telephone: ________406-395-4305_______________________

Ratings Key
P – Performed without Challenges
S – Performed with Some Challenges
M – Performed with Major Challenges
U – Unable to be Performed

Performed without
Challenges (P)

The targets and critical tasks associated with the core capability were completed in a manner that
achieved the objective(s) and did not negatively impact the performance of other activities.
Performance of this activity did not contribute to additional health and/or safety risks for the
public or for emergency workers, and it was conducted in accordance with applicable plans,
policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.

Performed with Some
Challenges (S)

The targets and critical tasks associated with the core capability were completed in a manner that
achieved the objective(s) and did not negatively impact the performance of other activities.
Performance of this activity did not contribute to additional health and/or safety risks for the
public or for emergency workers, and it was conducted in accordance with applicable plans,
policies, procedures, regulations, and laws. However, opportunities to enhance effectiveness
and/or efficiency were identified.

Performed with Major
Challenges (M)

The targets and critical tasks associated with the core capability were completed in a manner that
achieved the objective(s), but some or all of the following were observed: demonstrated
performance had a negative impact on the performance of other activities; contributed to
additional health and/or safety risks for the public or for emergency workers; and/or was not
conducted in accordance with applicable plans, policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.

Unable to be Performed (U)

The targets and critical tasks associated with the core capability were not performed in a manner
that achieved the objective(s).
Site:

Exercise Name: Primary Care Mystery Patient Drill
Exercise Date: 09/20/2017

Bullhook Community Health Center
S: Overall exercise was performed well, with strengths and
Weaknesses mentioned above.

Ratings Definitions

Primary Care Mystery Patient Drill Series
After-Action Report / Improvement Plan
09/20/2017
The After-Action Report/Improvement Plan (AAR/IP) aligns exercise objectives with preparedness doctrine to include the
National Preparedness Goal and related frameworks and guidance. Exercise information required for preparedness reporting
and trend analysis is included; users are encouraged to add additional sections as needed to support their own organizational
needs.

EXERCISE OVERVIEW
Exercise Name

Primary Care Mystery Patient Drill

Exercise Dates

09/20/2017 10:20am – 09/20/2017 10:43am

Scope

This exercise was performed at Bullhook Community Health Center. The
exercise tested the ability of Bullhook Community Health Center to follow
their infection control plans when faced with a potentially infectious patient.
This drill was conducted in a realistic, real-time environment until exercise
objectives were met.

Mission Area(s)
Core
Capabilities

Response
•

Healthcare System Preparedness

•

Responder Safety and Health

Objectives

1. Assess the ability of the primary care center to appropriately screen a
potentially infectious patient within 5 minutes from check in with
reception
2. Assess the ability of the primary care center to appropriately isolate the
potentially infectious patient within 2 minutes after screening

Threat or
Hazard

Infectious Disease Outbreak

Scenario

A potentially infectious patient presenting with influenza-like illness (ILI) at
a primary care center.

Sponsor

Bullhook Community Health Center

Participating
Organizations

1. Bullhook Community Health Center

Point of Contact Tami Miller, Emergency Management Coordinator

ANALYSIS OF CORE CAPABILITIES
Aligning exercise objectives and core capabilities provides a consistent taxonomy for evaluation that transcends individual exercises to
support preparedness reporting and trend analysis. Table 1 includes the exercise objectives, aligned core capabilities, and performance
ratings for each core capability as observed during the exercise and determined by the evaluation team.

Objective

Core Capability

1. Assess the
Healthcare System
ability of the
Preparedness
primary care
center to
appropriately
screen a
potentially
infectious
patient within 5
minutes from
check in with
reception
2. Assess the
Responder Safety
and Health
ability of the
primary care
center to
appropriately
isolate the
potentially
infectious
patient within 2
minutes after
screening
Ratings Definitions:

Performed Performed
without
with Some
Challenge Challenge
s (P)
s (S)
S

S

Performed
Unable to
with
be
Major
Performed
Challenge
(U)
s (M)

Objective

Core Capability

Performed Performed
without
with Some
Challenge Challenge
s (P)
s (S)

Performed
Unable to
with
be
Major
Performed
Challenge
(U)
s (M)

• Performed without Challenges (P): The targets and critical tasks associated with the core
capability were completed in a manner that achieved the objective(s) and did not negatively
impact the performance of other activities. Performance of this activity did not contribute to
additional health and/or safety risks for the public or for emergency workers, and it was
conducted in accordance with applicable plans, policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.
• Performed with Some Challenges (S): The targets and critical tasks associated with the
core capability were completed in a manner that achieved the objective(s) and did not
negatively impact the performance of other activities. Performance of this activity did not
contribute to additional health and/or safety risks for the public or for emergency workers,
and it was conducted in accordance with applicable plans, policies, procedures, regulations,
and laws. However, opportunities to enhance effectiveness and/or efficiency were identified.
• Performed with Major Challenges (M): The targets and critical tasks associated with the
core capability were completed in a manner that achieved the objective(s), but some or all of
the following were observed: demonstrated performance had a negative impact on the
performance of other activities; contributed to additional health and/or safety risks for the
public or for emergency workers; and/or was not conducted in accordance with applicable
plans, policies, procedures, regulations, and laws.
• Unable to be Performed (U): The targets and critical tasks associated with the core
capability were not performed in a manner that achieved the objective(s).
Table 1. Summary of Core Capability Performance

The following sections provide an overview of the performance related to each exercise objective and associated core capability,
highlighting strengths and areas for improvement.
Objective 1: Assess the ability of the primary care center to appropriately screen a potentially infectious patient within 5
minutes from check in with reception
The strengths and areas for improvement for each core capability aligned to this objective are described in this section.

Healthcare System Preparedness
Strengths
The partial capability level can be attributed to the following strengths:
Strength 1: Nursing Staff responded to triage immediately
Strength 2: Front Staff offered patient PPE
Strength 3: Nursing staff placed patient in isolation room

Areas for Improvement
The following areas require improvement to achieve the full capability level:
Area for Improvement 1: Patient not placed in isolation at front reception area. Left standing at front reception desk
Reference: Policy 7016- Communicable Disease
Analysis: Communicable Disease Policy new to Bullhook Community Health Center. Further education and review of policy required
to ensure staff knows and are comfortable performing roles related to this policy.
Objective 2: Assess the ability of the primary care center to appropriately isolate the potentially infectious patient within 2
minutes after screening
The strengths and areas for improvement for each core capability aligned to this objective are described in this section.
Responder Safety and Health
Strengths
The partial capability level can be attributed to the following strengths:
Strength 1: Nursing staff performed triage and assessed vitals
Strength 2: Nursing staff consulted with providers regarding patient, patient offered same day apt.

Areas for Improvement
The following areas require improvement to achieve the full capability level:
Area for Improvement 1: Further identify PPE related to communicable diseases
Reference: Policy 7016- Communicable Disease
Analysis: Communicable Disease Policy new to Bullhook Community Health Center. Further education and review of policy
required to ensure staff knows and are comfortable performing roles related to this policy.

APPENDIX A: IMPROVEMENT PLAN
This IP has been developed specifically for Bullhook Community Health Center as a result of the Mystery Patient Drill conducted on
09/20/2017
Action Item
Key staff further
training on Policy 7016
Signage in patient
waiting area for sick vs
well
Identify location of
proper PPE

Location
Bullhook Community
Health Center
Bullhook Community
Health Center

Who is Responsible
Mary Lyons

Date Identified
09/20/2017

Tami Miller

09/20/2017

Bullhook Community
Health Center

Mary Lyons
Heather Wolf
Tami Miller

09/20/2017

Date Complete

09/28/2017

APPENDIX B: EXERCISE PARTICIPANTS

Participating Organizations
Bullhook Community Health Center: Kyndra Hall, Mary Lyons, Deidre Reiter, Tami Miller,
Melissa Russell, Mandy Huntington, Timberle Gobin, Dee Althouse, Patti Alderson

Bullhook Community Health Center Business Continuity Plan

July 2017

The Bullhook Community Health Center Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) or Business Continuity Plan (BCP) is a Supporting Annex to the
Bullhook Community Health Center Emergency Operations Plan. It is the policy of Bullhook Community Health Center to maintain service
delivery or restore services as rapidly as possible following an emergency that disrupts those services. As soon as the safety of patients, visitors,
and staff has been assured, the clinic will give priority to providing or ensuring patient access to health care.
Purpose:
To increase the CHC’s ability to maintain or rapidly restore essential services following a disaster.

Objective
1. Ensuring the continuous performance of Bullhook Community Health Center’s essential functions.
2. Protecting essential functions, equipment, records, and other assets.
3. Reducing loss of life and minimizing damage and losses.
4. Achieving timely and orderly recovery from an emergency and resumption of full service to our customers.

Bullhook Community Health Center Business Continuity Planning Team:
This includes all members on the Emergency Preparedness Committee and is made up of a multi-departmental group.
Current Members for 2017-2018 are as follows:
Cindy Smith- CEO
Ty Hedalen- COO
Kyndra Hall-CFO
Tami Miller-Pharmacy Manager
Deidre Reiter- MHIP Supervisor
Mary Lyons-Front Desk Lead
Chelsea Johnson-Behavioral Health Coordinator
Elizabeth Lohse- Dental Coordinator
Janet Nordrum- Nurse
Order of Succession (for the assumption of leadership positions when the incumbent is unable to or unavailable)

1st (CEO) Cindy Smith
2nd (CFO) Kyndra Hall
3rd (COO) Ty Hedalen

406-395-6903
406-395-6904
406-395-6947

Delegation of Authority To ensure the continued operation of departments and their essential functions the following individuals are authorized
to make decisions affecting Bullhook Community Health Center
1st (CEO) Cindy Smith
406-395-6903
2nd (Finance) Kyndra Hall
406-395-6904
3rd (Operations) Ty Hedalen
406-395-6947
th
4 (Medical) Tiffany Christman
406-399-0511
5th (Dental) Elizabeth Lohse
406-395-6929
6th (Pharmacy) Tami Miller
406-395-6906
th
7 (Lab) Heather Wolf
406-395-6922
8th (Behavioral Health) Chelsea Johnson 406-395-6907
9th (MHIP Supervisor) Deidre Reiter
406-395Activation Triggers
A situation, or combination thereof, in which a staffing or communications or severe damage occurs to Bullhook Community Health Center.
Communications
See the EOP Annex C, Communications.
Mission Essential Services List Each element requires support; be that staff, work space, utilities, etc. Identify the support mechanisms for
each.
Departments:
Medical

Describe Needed Activities (EOP SOP?):
Utilize SOPs written for Department

Front Staff

Utilize SOPs written for Department

Laboratory Services (Lab):

Utilize SOPs written for Department

Information Technology (IT):

Contract with First Call

Billing Department:

Utilize SOPs written for Department

Dental:

Utilize SOPs for Department

Behavioral Health:

Utilize SOPs for Department

Pharmacy:

Utilize SOPs for Department

MHIP:

Utilize SOPs for Department

Pharmacy Services:

Utilize the SOPs for Department Specifics

Public Relations:

Utilize the Pre-canned media releases and script

In addition, all departments will follow Bullhook Community Health Center policies included in Emergency Operations Plan Folder for specifics
related to emergency or events.
Alternate Care Site for the continuation of essential functions for no more than a couple of weeks. Have operational within 12 hours after the
event. See EOP Annex E, Evacuation.
Primary:
Alternate:

Bullhook Community Health Center
521 4th Street Havre MT 59501
Van Orsdel Methodist Church
410 5th Ave
Havre MT 59501

NECESSARY SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT/SUPPORT
Refer to attachment J in Emergency Operations Plan for a list of supplies needed to manage essential functions of Bullhook Community Health
Center.
Policy on Devolution
Transfer of authority and responsibility for mission essential functions from Bullhook Community Health Center to alternate location will be
made by Incident Commander in order to have operations back up and running. Incident Command will be in the Executive Conference Room at
Bullhook Community Health Center or at Van Orsdel Methodist Church if alternate site needed.

Reconstitution
Bullhook Community Health Center will follow an all-hazards approach in the event of an emergency, this continuity plan and emergency plan
will be executed as instructed by Incident Commander. In order to ensure services, essential functions identified, including patient care, medical

triage and treatment, mental health services, finance, medications, lab services, medical billing for procedures, patient tracking and dental care.
Essential services should be restored within 12 hours of initial incident.
In the event the facility suffers severe damage to the structure or staffing, Bullhook Community Health Center will make all efforts to relocate
and set up services at alternate site, Van Orsdel Methodist church to perform essential functions.

Training, Tests, and Exercises for staff on this Plan Annex will be included in the Multi-year Training and Exercise Plan (Attachment N in
Emergency Plan).
Continuity of Operations
Bullhook Community Health Center
Procedure:
Bullhook Community Health Center will take the following actions to ensure:
1. Patient, visitor and personnel safety:
a. Develop, train on and practice a plan for responding to internal emergencies and evacuating clinic staff, patients and visitors when the
facility is threatened. (See policy 7003 for emergency codes, procedures and clinic evacuation).
2. Continuous performance or rapid restoration of the clinic’s essential services during an emergency:
a. Develop plans to obtain needed medical supplies, equipment and personnel. Backup location is Van Orsdel Methodist Church, if clinic
unable to operate, will refer patients to Northern Montana Hospital or nearest operating medical facility.
3. Protection of medical records:
a. To the extent possible, protect medical records from fire, damage, theft and public exposure. If the clinic is evacuated, provide
security to ensure privacy and safety of medical records.
4. Protection of vital records, data and sensitive information:
a. Ensure offsite back-up of financial and other data.
b. Store copies of critical legal and financial documents in offsite location
c. Protect financial records, passwords, credit cards, provider numbers and other sensitive financial information.
d. Update plans for addressing interruption of computer processing capability.
e. Maintain a list of contact vendors who can supply replacement equipment (see attachment K in Emergency Operations Plan).
f. Protect information technology assets from theft, virus attacks and unauthorized intrusion.

5. Protection of medical and business equipment:
a. Compile a list of equipment, dates of purchase and costs. Provide list to CFO and store an electronic and hard copy.
b. Protect computer equipment against theft through use of security devices.
c. Use surge protectors to protect equipment against electrical spikes.
d. Secure equipment and/or elevate equipment as appropriate during time of flood risk and water main break issues.
e. Place fire extinguishers near critical equipment, train staff in their use, and inspect according to manufacturer’s recommendations.
6. Relocation of services:
Bullhook Community Health Center will take the following steps, as feasible and appropriate, to prepare for an event that makes the
primary clinic facility unusable. Bullhook Community Health Center will:
a. Identify a back-up facility, Van Orsdel Methodist Church, in the rented spaces, if possible.
b. Reach out to closest nearby health facilities to accept referrals of clinic patients.
7. Restoration of utilities:
Bullhook Community Health Center will:
a. Maintain a contact list of utility emergency numbers (See attachment K in emergency operations plan).
b. Request priority status for maintenance and restoration of telephone service from Triangle Communications.

